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Abstract
This paper seeks to examine the social, political, and cultural system surrounding
deployment of nZVI technology for water pollution remediation.

Deployment of nZVI

technology is a multi-disciplinary decision making problem involving technology development,
risk, public perception, and governance issues. Few studies seek to understand the system as a
whole because of the inherent difficulties in addressing issues in all of these disciplines. In this
paper, system dynamics modeling was used to include a variety of information from many
disciplines. In order to probe the contribution of these different disciplines to the model, a
rhetorical analysis was used on source documents.
There are three main components of this examination. The first is an introduction to a
system dynamics model being developed to model the problem of maximizing benefits,
minimizing risks, and respecting social values for deployment of nZVI technology. The model
illustrates three emergent modules of the system: Physical, Risk, and Techno-social. These
modules are joined by connective variables, which were shown to be difficult to develop.
The second component is a forum analysis, a tool from the field of rhetoric, used to
examine how different disciplines examine frame, discuss and analyze the issue of nZVI
technology in the variety of literature consulted during the modeling process and to better
understand the mental maps of experts as presented in the literature. The forum analysis is
meant to illuminate rhetorical differences in selected source texts and explores whether
examining these differences can inform the development of the connective variables.
The third component of this examination is a discussion about the possible implications
of disciplinary differences for modeling a problem that utilizes diverse source material. Both the
modeling process and the forum analysis revealed the origin of difficulties in defining connective
variables that join the modules, and the discussion points to places where further
interdisciplinary research is needed to better inform both the model and the system of nZVI
deployment.
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Section 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
Pollution from industrial processes is a growing problem around the world.

In the

United States, pollution from abandoned hazardous waste sites elicited national attention in 1980
when Congress passed The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and
Liability Act (CERCLA), commonly referred to as Superfund. Later amended by The Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) in 1986, this legislation tasks the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) with identifying polluted sites for placement on the
National Priorities List (NPL) and subsequently leading clean-up efforts of these polluted sites
(EPA, 2010a). As of March, 2010, the NPL has a total of 1,279 final sites (EPA, 2010b) and in
fiscal year 2008 spent nearly $462 million for construction and post-construction projects (EPA,
2008a).
The EPA is only one of many regulatory agencies tasked with cleaning up pollution, and
to date they have only conducted a small fraction of site remediation as most remediation is not
at abandoned sites and must be cleaned up by public or private property owners (Karn, Kuiken &
Otto, 2009). Combined, the jurisdiction of EPA, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) Corrective Action, Underground Storage Tanks (USTs), Department of Defense
(DOD), Department of Energy (DOE), Civilian Federal Agencies, and States, covered an
estimated 294,000 pollution contaminated sites required remedial action in 2005 (Watlington,
2005). The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 allocated nearly $1 billion to the
EPA for remediation projects (Karn et al., 2009).
Emerging technologies are becoming increasingly important as we look for more
efficient and cost-effective ways to protect and preserve both human health and the
environment. One emerging technology being developed and used specifically for pollution
remediation in groundwater is nano zero valent iron (nZVI). This technology is the nano-scale
version of zero valent iron (ZVI), which was developed in the 1990's to treat several kinds of
water pollution such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs), pesticides, chlorinated
hydrocarbons, and others (Watlington, 2005). This ZVI technology required that polluted
groundwater be removed from the aquifer, treated off-site, and then returned to the aquifer.
Later developments allowed a permeable reactive barrier (PRB) to be inserted into the aquifer
such that groundwater would flow through the barrier and be treated it in the process. Both of
1

these processes are cumbersome and expensive, leading to recent developments of injectable
forms of ZVI such as the nano-scale version of ZVI (Sellers, 2009).
Nanotechnology is defined as “understanding and control of matter at dimensions
between approximately 1 and 100 nanometers, where unique phenomena enable novel
applications” (NNI, 2010). There are considerable benefits of the nanoscale version due to the
small size of the particles, including higher reactivity/efficiency, the ability to use the technology
on-site (Macé et al., 2006), and potentially lower cost. Nano Zero Valent Iron (nZVI) is
commercially available in several different products and has been used in the field at more than
30 sites (Sellers, 2009). However, the risks specific to the nanoscale version are not well
understood or documented (Karn et al., 2009).
The following figure was first published by Wei-xian Zhang in the Journal of
Nanoparticle Research in 2003. The figure shows that “Recent research has suggested that as a
remediation technique, nanoscale iron particles have several advantages: (1) effective for the
transformation of a large variety of environmental contaminants, (2) inexpensive, and (3)
nontoxic” (Zhang, 2003, p. 324). However, he later states that there is an “absence of any known
toxicity induced by the use of iron”, which is not necessarily the same as “nontoxic” (Zhang,
2003, p. 325)

Figure 1: Nanoscale iron for in situ remediation (Zhang, 2003).
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Because of the uncertainty of potential risks and the implications for human health and
ecosystems, societal impacts of using this emerging technology could be far-reaching. Lab
studies have looked at the potential toxicity of nano iron, attributing nanoparticle- specific
cytotoxic effects (Brunner et al.,, 2006). Studies have also shown ecotoxicologic effects of
various industrial nanoparticles on microbes, plants, invertebrates, and fish (Karn et al., 2009).
Limited ecological data from nZVI field tests are available, leaving unanswered questions about
ecological effects of nZVI particles.
Social values surrounding emerging technologies have the potential to inhibit
deployment, especially in cases where the regulatory framework is perceived to be inadequate.
For example, public attitudes about biotechnology, stem cell research, and genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) have shaped the direction and pace of scientific research in these
technologies (Currall, King, Lane, Madera & Turner, 2006). Because of these potential
implications, almost all sources rally around the need for more research in practically every area;
“Research on nanotechnology must involve innovative interdisciplinary collaboration among
researchers in the physical sciences, engineering and social sciences” (Currall et al., 2006).
Candidate polluted sites for nZVI technology include waste fill areas, manufacturing
sites, air engineering stations and others (EPA, 2008b). Many types of pollutants present at sites
could potentially be remediated by nZVI technology (see list of contaminants in Appendix C).
The majority of nZVI applications are for chlorinated organic compounds such as
trichloroethylene (TCE) and tetrachloroethene (PCE), but nZVI can also be used for volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), arsenic, chromium, and other chemicals known to cause harmful
physiological effects in humans (Watlington, 2005).
Data are being collected on the effectiveness of nZVI at sites around the country. In one
example, PARS Environmental, Inc. ran a full scale nZVI application field test at Public Service
Electric and Gas Company Trenton Switchyard in Hamilton Township, New Jersey. The site
had been used for waste disposal for 40 years, resulting in contamination of various chemicals
such as chlorinated hydrocarbons. The nZVI was applied to a half acre area of the site in two
phases to reduce these contaminants, followed by post-injection groundwater sampling, analysis,
and evaluation. The contaminants were reduced significantly to levels that could be reduced
over time by a natural attenuation program to meet local Groundwater Quality Standards.
However, it was noted that certain areas of the site accepted the nZVI slurry more readily, and it
3

is estimated that a certain amount of the particles have remaining treatment capacity- meaning
they did not react with contaminants (Varadhi, Hill, Apoldo, Blackman & Wittman, 2005).
This example is one of 26 sites tracking performance and monitoring data for
nanomaterial remediation cited in the EPA Nanotechnology for Remediation Fact Sheet (EPA,
2008b). As it is yet unclear whether novel properties of the nano-scale version pose greater or
different risks, one question that must be decided is whether benefits of using nZVI to remediate
pollution outweigh potential risks. DuPont declared in 2007 that they have no immediate plans to
implement this technology at any site based on data gaps in currently available information, and
list a number of questions that must be addressed before they change their position (DuPont,
2007).

1.2 Overview
This paper seeks to examine the social, political, and cultural system surrounding
deployment of nZVI technology for water pollution remediation.

There are three main

components of this examination. The first is an introduction to a system dynamics model being
developed to model the problem of maximizing benefits, minimizing risks, and respecting social
values for deployment of nZVI technology. The model is being developed with funding from the
University of Minnesota’s Institute on the Environment grant for Collaborative Systems
Modeling for Emerging Technologies and the Environment. The second is a rhetorical analysis
of selected representative source texts of the literature reviewed in the model building process to
gain a better understanding of how different fields of science study nZVI technology differently,
leading to differences in types of information available to inform the model. The third is a
discussion about the possible implications of disciplinary differences for modeling the problem.

The Model
The system dynamics model of maximizing benefits while minimizing risks and
respecting social values is being developed to illuminate a possible structure of the overall sociopolitical, economic system in which the emerging nZVI technology is being developed and
deployed. It is meant to capture the mental model of the system as represented by experts in the
literature reviewed. The model development process required identification of the variables or
inputs to the system and a better understanding of their connections to one another within the
4

context of the overall system. The model illustrates a dynamic interaction between three
emergent modules: 1) the physical flow of nZVI particles injected, 2) the risk module where
risks are assessed, perceived and communicated, and 3) the techno-social realm in which
industry develops, produces, and uses the technology, science studies the technology and its
impacts, and society learns about the technology.
System dynamics was chosen as the modeling process for the structural reason of
accommodating the complex interplay (including feedback) between the variety of source
information used, and functionally to identify the emergent modules and examine how they work
together.

Forum Analysis
In putting together the model, documents from multiple disciplines were used. Part of the
difficulty in building a complex model is integrating a variety of information. In order to probe
how information from the documents was used, representative sources that informed each of the
modules in the model development were chosen and analyzed to better understand the
similarities and differences in the "mental maps" that distinct disciplinary experts (e.g. risk
assessors, natural or social scientists) have of the system of nZVI particles in the environment.
Many different disciplines are conducting studies on nZVI deployment, including risk analysis,
biology and ecology, public health, and business. As they are different disciplines, they frame,
discuss and analyze the issue with different terminology, research questions and methods, create
different mental models, and conceptualize how the system works differently.

Explicit

understanding of these differences can potentially inform each of the three modules of the model
as well as the connections between them. To the knowledge of the author, this is the first report
of the use of rhetorical and forum analysis with system dynamics modeling.

Implications
These differences in mental models and conceptualization combined with differing
questions and methodology in the sciences lead to epistemological differences in information
used to create the model. The hypotheses for this paper are that an explicit rhetorical study of
source documents will:
1. Identify the differences in types of information used to contribute to the model
5

2. Specifically highlight origins of difficulty associated with defining variables that
connect the modules
The outcome of this study is intended to suggest ways to overcome this difficulty through
better understanding of using multiple disciplines to create a system dynamics model. The paper
is structured in six sections: the introduction already provided background and the hypothesis.
Section two describes the methodology, followed by a description of the modeling process and
an introduction to the model in section three. Section four introduces the forum analysis and
section five presents the results and discussion of the forum analysis. Section six summarizes the
paper and presents suggestions for future research.

Section 2: Methodology
2.1 Overview
The overall design of this study was based on Berg’s Spiraling Research Approach
(Berg, 2007). This qualitative method was chosen at the outset of this study because the
nonlinear and recursive (spiraling) nature of this design both encourages refining the relevant
research questions as more information is known and allows for the iterative process necessary
for system dynamics model building. Other methods were not considered. The approach starts
with a combination of an idea and a literature review to inform the idea and the design of the
study, followed by data collection and organization which then leads to theory and analysis, all of
which are conducted one or more times (iteratively) depending on the information learned.
Findings and dissemination are the final steps of the process. Below are detailed explanations of
the actual process.

2.2 Idea and Literature Review
The starting idea for this study was the question of how society can maximize benefits
and minimize risks while respecting social values regarding use of nZVI technology for water
pollution remediation. The process of reviewing available literature revealed a wide breadth of
disciplines and experts researching different aspects of nZVI deployment.
To develop an understanding of the potential risks and benefits of how the technology is
6

currently used, the first step taken was a literature review of publications from a variety of
sources regarding nZVI technology. The sources of literature include physical sciences such as
chemistry, biology, and ecology as well as environmental risk assessment literature. Information
about current deployment of nZVI technology sources included government, economics, industry
and risk assessment literature. To develop an understanding of what some of the social values
related to us of nZVI technology may be, risk assessment literature was consulted. The risk
assessment process utilizes social sciences to inform understanding of public risk perception and
acceptability of new technologies.
The literature review generally started with primary sources from documentation of the June
2009 Environmental Impacts and Applications of Nanotechnology Conference at the University
of Massachusetts in Amherst. Secondary sources were derived through citations in the primary
sources. Additional searches done in either Google Scholar or the University of Minnesota's
library catalog system MNCAT Plus, as well as additional citations, filled out the literature
review. Several disciplines were consulted to provide the perspectives of different experts on the
subject of nZVI technology. The broad categories for the search include the following:
•

Physical, chemical and application information was sought regarding the chemical
composition of the particles and their remediation reactions with contaminants. Sitespecific data for amounts of nZVI material used, cost, and effectiveness in remediation
was found through a variety of journal articles and field test data reports.

•

Biological and environmental information was sought to better understand possibilities of
reactions of nZVI particles and nanoparticles more generally with organisms and
ecosystems. Journal articles reporting cytotoxicology studies on mice and other animals
were used, as well as ecological risk assessment documentation or models for ecological
pollutants such as DDT.

•

Risk analysis and regulatory information was sought to gain a better understanding of
current risk analysis including tools for analysis, modeling techniques, communication
methodology and understanding risk perception of the general public. Documentation of
regulatory frameworks was also used.

•

Social, ethical and political information regarding emerging technologies and human and
environmental health were sought to create an understanding of the broader context in
7

which to construct the model of using nZVI technology for water pollution remediation.
This included research on public perception of emerging technologies and risk, regulatory
information, and media studies. These resources were sought to both provide a “big
picture” setting and flush out important questions or inputs that do not ordinarily show up
in the other disciplines. Documentation of business decisions to deploy nZVI or not was
also used.

2.3 Design
The next step was to use the information from the literature review to design a map of the
overall socio-political and economic system(s) of nZVI technology deployment as presented in
the literature. As each of the categories consulted above present slightly different parts of the
problem or approaches to understanding the system, several different maps or parts of maps were
expected to emerge. The design chosen was to use information gathered from the literature to
develop a system dynamics model of the benefit maximization problem that would begin to
answer the question of how to ideally deploy this technology. As mentioned in the introduction,
system dynamics was chosen as the modeling process for this study because of its ability to
incorporate variables and inputs from multiple disciplines, include effects of feedback within the
system, and account for changes over time (Sterman, 2000). As this step was carried out,
rhetorical differences in the disciplinary literature contributed to awareness that more attention
may be needed to understand where the information for the model came from.

2.4 Data Collection and Organization: The Modeling Process
Organization of the data involved developing a system dynamics model of the benefit
maximization problem regarding the overall socio-political and economic system(s) of nZVI
technology deployment. Relevant information and data were pulled from the reviewed literature,
confirming that the map of the overall system is consistent with the mental maps of authors as
they present them in the literature. Utilizing the mental maps extracted from the literature, the
model was developed using Vensim software from Ventana Systems Inc. that attempts to bring
all the relevant research together from the various sources into the same cohesive model. The
primary resources used for the development of the model are Jorgen Randers’ model of DDT in
8

the environment (Ford, 1999) and John D. Sterman’s modeling process (Sterman, 2000).

The Modeling Process
The modeling process starts with articulating the problem to be modeled. This includes
identifying the problem and the source of the problem, the key variables and concepts to
consider, and the scope of the problem that will be addressed in the model. The modeling
problem for this study is how society can maximize benefits of using nZVI technology for water
pollution remediation while minimizing risks and respecting social values. The second step of
the modeling process is the primary focus of this study: formulation of a dynamic hypothesis. In
this step, the current theories of the problematic behavior are identified and mapped using a
cause-and-effect structure. The dynamics of the problem are explained as endogenous
consequences of the feedback structure of the system, meaning that the problem arises from the
way that the system is structured, specifically looking at where information generated by the
system is used to influence the system (feedback). The dynamic hypothesis in this study is that
the complex interplay between the three modules of the system could potentially hinder
maximization of benefits for using this technology by creating problems in the rules of the
system, information flow, and/or by creating positive and negative feedback loops.
The modeling process is iterative; there is a continual process of questioning, testing and
refinement. Mapping the cause and effect process leading to the problem stated in the dynamic
hypothesis is done to evaluate and edit the model. The major subsystems that emerged in this
model are the three modules previously mentioned: the Physical Module where nZVI particles
move through the environment, the Risk Module consisting of risk assessment, perception and
communication, and the Techno-social Module where the technology is produced, governed, and
deployed. The subsystem diagrams were developed to show the overall architecture of the
model. An introduction to systems modeling and brief overview of how to read the model can be
found in sections 3.1 and 3.2. The specifics of the model developed for this study are detailed in
sections 3.3 through 3.6, and all variables are listed in Appendix A.
This model is currently in a development stage. Thus far, it is a first attempt to capture
information about the structure of the system of nZVI technology deployment available in the
literature. The model variables have not been parametized; no numerical values have been added
to the variables and thus they have not been tested or verified. The assumptions made in this
9

model are strong as system dynamics maps cause and effect. This early developmental stage of
the modeling process provides ample opportunity for information from the rhetorical analysis of
the source documents used to construct the model to contribute to the next draft of the model.
The presence of rhetorical differences in source information was discovered from the early
modeling process, which led to the idea to use forum analysis as a tool to probe the
multidisciplinary contributions.

2.5 Theory
In this study, the theory is that nZVI technology deployment is informed by and
dependent on several different types of variables and inputs situated within the Physical Module,
the Risk Module, and the Techno-social Module. Of the variables in the model, the most
difficult to define and possibly the most important are the ones that link the modules to each
other. The hypothesis for this paper (as mentioned in the introduction) is that an explicit
rhetorical study of source documents will:
1. Identify the differences in types of information used to contribute to the model
2. Specifically highlight origins of difficulty associated with defining variables that
connect the modules
It is also the intent that a better understanding of the origins of the difficulties of connecting
multidisciplinary parts of the model will help to identify ways to overcome them.

2.6 Forum Analysis
To accomplish the goals listed in the first hypothesis above, a modified forum analysis
was used on nine representative texts that were used as sources to create the model. For the
second goal, the scope was narrowed to five of those nine source texts that contributed to the
connective variables. One criterion used for selecting texts was the representativeness, or ability
to represent what was anecdotally noted as common among sources from that discipline used in
developing the model. Commonalities include scope of article, research questions addressed,
methodology used, journal that the text was published in, and other general characteristics of the
article. A second criterion used was the extent of citations found in later works, for example the
Zhang 2003 article was cited in several following articles and thus seemed to be a good basic
10

work to use for this analysis. The articles chosen are meant to provide a cross section of source
texts used to create each module as well as the boundaries between them.
The Forum Analysis was used to examine how the different disciplines frame, discuss
and analyze the issue of nZVI technology in the variety of literature consulted and to better
understand the mental maps of experts as presented in the literature. Based on James E. Porter’s
Forum Analysis Heuristic (Porter, 1986), a series of questions were used to analyze selected
documents to represent disciplinary viewpoints for different disciplinary types of information.
These documents were selected to be representative of their disciplines. The forum analysis
background and heuristic is described in detail in section 4.
2.7 Limitations
Though the model developed for the nZVI benefit maximization problem is still in an
early stage of development, it has potential to illustrate how experts think differently about the
structure of the system of deploying nZVI technology. Thus the model is at an appropriate level
of development to ask the question in this study of how additional rhetorical knowledge of
source documents used can inform the modeling process.
Changes are constantly being made in system dynamics models as new information or
understanding emerges. Also at this stage, data gaps are present for many values in the model;
however probability functions can be used and sensitivity analyses are performed to see whether
changes in key inputs or assumptions cause large behavioral changes in the system.
Because the system dynamics modeling process shows causal relationships, it can be
difficult to show changes that are known to be correlated but not shown to be causal. Another
limitation of this approach to modeling is that each variable needs to be something that can be
measured, or if that is not possible, a proxy must be used because each variable must be
quantitatively described. For example, because knowledge of risk outcomes cannot be known, a
proxy must be used to measure it- such as measuring both negative media reports and media
consumption on the part of the public (see p. 37).
The forum analysis is meant to illuminate rhetorical differences in selected source texts
and is by no means exhaustive or conclusive. This was an exploratory exercise testing the
hypothesis of whether this analysis could or does inform the modeling process in a modeling
problem that utilizes diverse source material.
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Section 3: The Model
The model is described in detail in the following sections. An introduction to the
modeling approach introduces the field of system dynamics and gives instruction for reading the
model, a contextual overview of the entire model is presented, and finally detailed descriptions
of each of the three modules- Physical, Risk, and Techno-social, and the connections between
them explain the structure of the model.

3.1 The System Dynamics Approach
System dynamics came out of feedback control theory in the 1950’s and was the work of
Jay Forrester at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Ford, 1999). The focus of this
modeling approach is to illuminate the complex source of a problem within a system by
explaining the endogenous cause and effect nature of dynamic changes in the system over time
that lead to the behavior of the system. System dynamics modeling allows for parameterization
of variables and their causal relationships using mathematical calculations.
Though no model is perfect or will entirely reflect reality, models can be useful by
providing insight into the structure of a system, how it functions, and the related behavior of
variables within the system. Modeling software allows modelers to run simulations to first
verify that the model approximates what happens in reality, and then to simulate changes in
inputs or policies to see what effect those changes have on the system.
This model was developed to understand the problem of deploying nZVI technology in
such a way to maximize benefits, minimize risks, and respect social values. To solve the
maximization problem requires illuminating the structure of the system of nZVI technology
deployment as experts (researchers) understand and describe it. System dynamics was chosen as
the modeling process for the nZVI problem primarily for the structural reason of accommodating
the complex interplay between the scientific, social, political and cultural factors that form the
system- the modeling process needs to accommodate information for this model from physical
sciences, risk analysis, social sciences, and other sources that will ultimately produce
information for policy makers:

12

System dynamics is fundamentally interdisciplinary. Because we are concerned with the
behavior of complex systems, system dynamics is grounded in the theory of nonlinear
dynamics and feedback control developed in mathematics, physics, and engineering.
Because we apply these tools to the behavior of human as well as physical and technical
systems, system dynamics draws on cognitive and social psychology, economics, and
other social sciences. Because we build system dynamics models to solve important real
world problems, we must learn how to work effectively with groups of busy policy
makers and how to catalyze sustained change in organizations. (Sterman, 2000 p. 4-5).

As stated in the introduction, system dynamics was chosen functionally to identify the emergent
modules and examine how they work together. These two factors are essential in attempting to
maximize benefits of using the technology.

3.2 Reading the Model
Variables
Model variables are designated by [Variable Name] within this study. Definitions, type,
units, and module for all variables are listed in Appendix A.
There are several distinct types of variables that function differently in this model.
Variables where the user can enter a value or values are called Inputs (these are the independent
variables in the model). Stock Variables appear in boxes in the model (Fig. 2). They show a
level of accumulation of material at a particular time in the model and the units are material, such
as [nZVI Particles in Groundwater Onsite]. Their values are dependent on initial conditions
and the flows of material coming in and going out of them.
Flow Variables appear as pipes in the model and show the movement of material into and
out of stocks over time (Fig. 2); their units are material per time, such as nZVI particles
transported off-site per hour. They are often thought of as valves that open or close to allow
material through. Within the Vensim modeling software, changes are calculated and displayed
over a timestep which is internal to the model and is built into the flow calculation- meaning all
flows are calculated per timestep unit, which in the previous example would be hours. When the
model runs a simulation, it calculates and displays values for each variable at each timestep. The
timestep is set at the beginning of designing a model and is a tool to see the effects of changes in
13

the system over time - the system dynamics. Basic flow variables are calculated using the
amount in the stock and a rate variable.

Figure 2: Stock and Flow Diagram. The variable [nZVI Particles in Groundwater Onsite] has
an outflow [Transport]. The movement out of the stock depends on the amount of particles in
the stock and the speed at which they move, or [Transport Rate]. The particles flow into the
stock [nZVI Particles Offsite]. This diagram shows nZVI particles moving offsite over time.
Rate Variables are rates at which some action occurs, such as [nZVI Transport Rate],
which is the speed of the particles moving though groundwater, or particles/time. The job of the
rate variables in the model is to determine the speed of the flow variables (Fig. 2), so they open
or close the valves according to let more or less material through depending on the assumptions
about speeds at which events occur. If other variables affect the speed of a flow in or out of a
stock, they do so by affecting the rate variable (not the flow directly) which then determines the
speed of the flow, or amount of flow for each timestep. Rate variable units are action per time.
Some variables are inputs of assumptions based on information gathered about the
system, such as [Fish Population Near Sites]. They are assumed not to change during the
simulation over time, but the user can change the values to reflect a change in assumptions- for
instance, if fish population data show an increase, a new value could be entered.
Some inputs are policies which the user would want to change, or intervene, in order to
see the effect on the system. In the current model, some of these variables are: [Creation of
New Regulations for nZVI Technology], [Scientific Information Dissemination], and
[Technology (Information) Transfer Rate] from academic research to industry.
Some variables the user cannot change such as [Public Support of nZVI Technology].
These are the Output variables we are interested in because they depend on the inputs and are
14

determined by the way that the structure of the system responds to those inputs over time. By
running the simulation, their response to changes in policy or changes in assumptions can be
tracked and evaluated.

Causal Links
All arrows in the model indicate a causal relationship and should be read, “a change in
variable x causes a change in variable y”. Each variable is calculated based on the values of
variables that link to it using an equation. If the link polarity is positive, then an increase or
decrease in variable x causes a respective increase or decrease in variable y holding all else
constant. The model automatically accounts for equations of flows into or out of stocks: inflows
add to a stock, and outflows subtract from a stock. The inflow [Transport] adds to the stock
[nZVI Particles Offsite] and thus the link is positive (Fig. 3).
This information can be drawn two ways; as a stock and flow diagram or as a causal loop
diagram. Each has advantages and disadvantages for seeing the structure of the system, which is
why Sterman’s modeling process suggests that the modeler develop both (Sterman, 2000).

Figure 3: Stock and Flow Diagram compared to Causal Loop Diagram showing positive causal
links of [nZVI Particles in Groundwater Onsite].
The stock and flow diagram shows accumulations in the stocks and their movement
through flows. The causal loop diagram shows the positive causal links between the variables
and it becomes clear that an increase in particles injected causes there to be more particles onsite
(Fig. 3). More particles onsite causes more transport of particles, meaning there will be more
particles offsite. Note that a positive causal link does not mean a positive outcome; it only refers
to an increase in one variable causing an increase in another variable holding all else constant.
This also means that a decrease in the first variable causes a decrease in the second variable
holding all else constant.
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Similarly, if a link is negative then an increase or decrease in variable x causes a decrease
or increase in variable y respectively holding all else constant. For example, an increase in the
variable [Remediated Groundwater] would cause a decrease in the variable [Groundwater
Needing Pollution Remediation] because some of the pollution has been remediated (Fig. 4).
This is a negative causal link.

Figure 4: Negative causal link showing [Remediated Groundwater] causing a decrease in the
level of [Groundwater Needing Remediation].

Causal Loops
One of the main functional reasons system dynamics modeling was chosen for this study
was to show examples of feedback: where information generated by the system feeds back into
the system to affect the outcomes. This ability allows illustration of causal feedback loops,
where the variables link to each other in a loop and feedback from within the system causes
reinforcing effects or balancing effects or outcomes of the system.
A feedback loop has a positive polarity and is said to be reinforcing if there are an even
number (including 0) of negative links in the loop (Fig. 5, left). Reinforcing loops “snowball”,
and get larger over time, and their growth depends on assumptions within the model. The loop
polarity is negative and is said to be balancing if there are an odd number of negative links in the
loop (Fig. 5, right).

Balancing loops exhibit a range of self-regulating behavior based on

assumptions within the model.
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Figure 5: Feedback Loops. Left: simple positive (reinforcing) feedback loop showing an
increase in [nZVI Product Development Rate] causing increased product development and
marketing which then causes an increase in [Technical Feasibility of using nZVI Technology]
which in turn increases the development rate. Right: negative (balancing) causal loop of
[Injecting of nZVI Particles Onsite] causing water pollution remediation that leads to a
decrease in the [Groundwater Needing Remediation] leading to a decrease in the [Injection
Rate].

In the model, these two example loops are connected and both loops affect the outputs of the
individual variables and the behavior of the system. When the behavior of one loop overpowers
the behavior of the other, it is called loop dominance. Sometimes there are threshold values at
which loop dominance switches from one loop to another; for values on one side, the balancing
loop will dominate but once the value passes the threshold the reinforcing loop will dominate
(Fig. 6).
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Figure 6: Loop Dominance. Two connected loops- one reinforcing loop showing increased
benefits from using the technology leading to increased use of the technology, and one balancing
loop showing increased risk outcomes from using the technology leading to decreased use of the
technology. Note that in the balancing loop, a positive link means a positive causal relationship
and not a positive outcome. As this model is not quantified, it is unclear at this time which loop
would dominate. The dominant loop determines the behavior of the model.

These causal loops that determine the behavior of the system are built in assumptions of
the system, and are based on the way experts think about the system that is presented in the
literature. When the model is developed to a testing stage, one method for testing whether the
model accurately reflects reality is to look at the output behavior of the system and verify that it
is consistent with experts’ mental models of the way the system works. Though these loops are
built into the system, other loops may emerge as a result of the model structure built on what is
known. Sometimes these loops are surprising or even counterintuitive and can provide insight
into the behavior of the system.

Policies
The study of these causal loops illuminates locations within the system where changes or
interventions make a large impact on the system- identifying “policy levers” where it is possible
to direct the outcome to a desired state. The insights gained by mapping causal loops can also
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point out instances of policy resistance, or places where action that attempts to solve the problem
makes it worse- our understanding of complex systems ignores much of the complexity and thus
behavior of the system is often counterintuitive (Sterman, 2000). Discussion of policy resistance
and policy levers are beyond the scope of this study at this stage in the model development.

Model Assumptions
As previously discussed, some variable values are inputs based on assumptions about the
state of the system that come directly from measurements, such as fish population near sites.
Others are more generalized assumptions that do not have specific citations but that seem to be
consistent with mental models of the system. Policy variables are variable inputs that the user
will ultimately be able to change, and their effects on other variables are assumed either from the
literature or generally. Some variable values are unknowns due to data gaps and could either be
parametized as a probability function or used for sensitivity analysis to see effects of changes on
the behavior of the system.
The relationships between variables are assumed to be causal in system dynamics
modeling.

Some of these causal relationships have explicit citations from the literature

reviewed, supporting those assumptions. Some of them are more general assumptions reflected
in the literature but not specifically cited. Some of them are from mental models or logical
assumptions, and are noted as such in the model write up in sections 3.4 through 3.6.

3.3 Overview of the Model
This model was developed from information in the existing literature to address the
benefit maximization problem using a collective mental map of deployment of nZVI technology
for groundwater pollution remediation. As stated previously, three modules emerged: Physical,
Risk, and Techno-social (Fig. 7). Risk that results directly from contaminants is outside the
scope of the model; only risk that could result from deployment of nZVI technology is included.
The model does not currently differentiate subpopulations of the public that could be
disproportionately affected.

Contamination sites are disproportionately located near poor

communities and thus any negative health effects could be unequally distributed while at the
same time also causing disproportionate levels of media attention in the model.
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There are six distinct sets of stocks and flows showing accumulations and movement
within the system that can be separated by their units of measurement: groundwater that is
polluted or remediated, nZVI particles that enter the system by injection, information generated
by science, industry and the media, products that are developed and put on the market by
industry, humans that are exposed to the potential risk of the particles, and fish that are as well.
Humans were chosen as agents that could be affected by both contaminants and nZVI
particles to capture the human health concerns regarding emerging technologies and
contamination of groundwater in the Risk and Techno-social Modules. Fish are used as a
representative non-human species that could be primarily affected, causing concern and media
attention in the Risk and Techno-social Module and potentially leading to both secondary
ecosystem effects and secondary human health effects. These secondary human health effects
are captured in the model by the possibility of exposure to humans through ingestion of fish that
have absorbed nZVI particles. Though bioaccumulation is unlikely for iron in the body, it has
been shown that novel properties of nanoparticles may allow for additional exposure pathways
that macro-scale particles cannot use, such as nanoparticles migrating to the brain through
olfactory nerves after exposure from inhalation (Sellers, 2009, p. 232).
Below is an overview of each module, its boundaries, and how it connects to the other
modules as part of the larger system (Fig. 7).

Figure 7: The full model showing the Physical Module, the Risk Module, and the Techno-social
Module.
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The physical module shows the motion of nZVI particles through the system. These data
are lacking for nZVI particles, so assumptions for this model are based on a similar model for the
flow of DDT in the environment (Ford, 1999). This process starts at the introduction of the
problem, [Polluted Groundwater] causes [Groundwater Needing Pollution Remediation],
and the response to the problem, [Injecting of nZVI Particles Onsite] at the site of the
pollution. In the PARS Environmental example (see p. 3), a slurry of nZVI particles was
injected in two phases about one month apart. The first injection was injected over a period of
20 days and the second was over 10 days (Varadhi et al., 2005).
The particles then do one of five things.

Particles that undergo [Remediation by

Oxidation] do their job and cause [Remediated Groundwater]. This causes an increase in the
[Positive Media Reports Publication Rate], which creates the flow [Generation of Positive
Media Information] into the stock of [Positive Media Information]. The public learns of this
information when the outflow [Public Exposure to Positive Media Information] travels to the
stock [Pertinent General Public Information about nZVI Technology] in the Techno-social
Module. This public learning of positive information adds to the [Public Support of nZVI
Technology] directly. Particles that undergo [Degradation] do not interact with contaminants
but exit the system. Particles that clump together and settle out by [Conglomeration] also exit
the system. Particles that get into people at the remediation site through [Onsite Uptake in
Humans] enter the Risk Module by providing an avenue for human exposure to the particles.
Particles that move off-site by [Transport] then also degrade, conglomerate, or enter the Risk
Module and move to potentially exposing both humans and fish.
The Risk Module continues showing the movement of the particles into humans and fish
by providing the mechanism of exposure, which is captured in the uptake variables: [Onsite
Uptake in Humans], [Offsite Uptake in Humans], [Offsite Uptake in Fish] and [Offsite
Uptake in Humans by Ingestion of Fish]. Human workers are exposed to the particles onsite
during injection and monitoring. Humans and fish are exposed to particles transported offsite.
Humans offsite are also exposed by eating fish that are exposed offsite. Note that assumptions
are based on limited or nonexistent data for exposure and uptake on nZVI particles which was
supplemented by data on nanoparticles or other similar particles.
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The Risk Module then combines information from the stocks of nZVI particles in humans
mentioned above and the stocks of humans and fish, creating the dose response mechanism in the
model. The stocks of [Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles Onsite], [Humans Exposed to
nZVI Particles Offsite], and [Fish Exposed to nZVI Particles Offsite] combine with the
variable [Toxicity of nZVI Particles] to cause [Harmful Physiological Change] that creates
outflows from these stocks into [Ill Humans] and [Ill Fish]. In other words, the combination of
exposure and toxicity cause a dose-response with a negative risk outcome of ill humans and fish.
If there is [Human Cell/Organ Death], then the humans die and enter the [Dead Humans]
stock.

If there is [Human Repair/Excretion], then the humans recover and enter the

[Recovered Humans] stock. The situation is the same for fish, causing negative risk outcomes
of dead humans and dead fish.
No data currently showing illness or deaths from nZVI particles are known to this author.
This part of the model is meant to capture the movement of humans exposed to particles of
unknown toxicity through stocks and flows; it is a simplification over a long time period (human
lifetime) and assumes that cause of death would likely be secondary effects of exposure such as
cancer. If toxicity or exposure values are zero in the model, the risk will be nonexistent and
there would be no flow of humans or fish to the dead stocks (see p. 31-32 for more details on
model values necessary for risk to exist).
The existence of ill and dying humans and fish causes an increase in the [Negative
Media Reports Generation Rate], creating the flow of [Negative Media Reports Publication
Rate]. The public learns this information when the outflow [Public Exposure to Negative
Media Information] travels to the stock of [Pertinent General Public Information about
nZVI Technology] in the Techno-social Module It is assumed based on extensive literature that
this public learning of negative information decreases the [Public Support of nZVI
Technology] (Siegrist, Cousin, Kastenholz & Wiek, 2006). References support that the variable
[Affect] is a combination of [Public Trust of Deployment of nZVI Technology] and general
attitudes based on psychometric factors including culture and feelings towards nZVI technology
which feeds into [Public Support of nZVI Technology] in the Techno-social Module
(Satterfield et al., 2009).
The Techno-social Module holds the information stocks and flows, which show the
generation of information from the media, industry, and science. It also holds the product stocks
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and flows, which show research and development of nZVI products and their movement in the
market. A variety of other social, political, and economic factors are captured in variables
located in the Techno-social Module including [Regulations Applicable to nZVI Technology],
[Public Support of nZVI Technology], [Public Funding for nZVI Technology], [Private
Funding for nZVI Technology], [Rate of Public (Government) Use of nZVI Technology],
and [Technical Feasibility of using nZVI Technology]. Ultimately the information generated
by Physical and Risk Modules culminates in the Techno-social Module and feeds back into
[Injecting of nZVI Particles Onsite], showing the complex connections and interplay of
physical, risk, and social variables that affect how much the technology is used. Note that no
legal/potential liability costs are included in this version of the model; consideration of these
costs should be added to the company decision to deploy nZVI technology as they are likely to
be an integral part of the decision making process.

The Modeling Problem
To evaluate whether benefits are being maximized and risks are being minimized in the
model, shadow variables are shown in the lower right corner of the model figure. This portion of
the model represents a rudimentary way to calculate a risk/benefit ratio for using nZVI
technology and utilizes the negative risk outputs of ill and dead humans and fish to calculate
risks and amount of remediated groundwater to calculate benefits. This portion of the model
does not currently incorporate necessary inputs for risk perception or social values and does not
include whether the model respects social values. Thus this portion of the model requires
significant additional thought and development.

Connective Variables
Several variables sit on the boundaries of the modules, connecting them to form one
cohesive model. These connective variables (Fig. 8) are the variables of interest for the second
hypothesis that the forum analysis can highlight origins of difficulty associated with defining
these variables.
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Figure 8: Connective Variables. Conceptual map of inputs and outputs of connective variables
between the modules.
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Figure 9: Connective Variables in
the Model.
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3.4 The Physical Module
The physical module was the first developed in the model because of significant
information available and a similar model developed for DDT (Ford, 1999). As stated in the
introduction, nZVI technology is a commercially available technology that has been used at more
than 30 sites (Sellers, 2009). The Physical Module maps the stocks of nZVI particles and shows
their movement through the system, starting with injection of a slurry containing the nZVI
particles into groundwater at a site and moving to exposure to humans and fish in the Risk
Module. Though the model does not currently have numbers, estimations of where the data to
parametize the variables could come from are given. Estimates for these variables and their
causal relationships to other variables are identified as physical assumptions of the model and
they differ from risk, social or policy assumptions in that they are unknown due to lack of data.
Therefore, it is suggested that in the future probability or likelihood be included in these
assumptions. Units for all variables can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 10: The Physical Module of the model showing the stocks of nZVI particles, groundwater,
and connection to humans and fish being exposed to nZVI particles.
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This process starts at the introduction of the problem: [Polluting] happens at an assumed
[Pollution Rate] to create [Polluted Groundwater], creating a stock of [Groundwater
Needing Pollution Remediation]. The polluting rate would be an estimate based on existence
and timeframe of current and past remediation sites where nZVI technology is or has been
considered. Evidence supporting the existence of the problem of pollution can be found in the
Background section of this paper. The response to the problem is [Injecting of nZVI Particles
Onsite] at the site of the pollution (Zhang, 2003). The particles then follow one of five paths:
1. Particles that undergo [Remediation by Oxidation] do their job to react with the
pollutant particles and exit the system.
2. Particles that undergo [Degradation] do not react with contaminants but exit the system.
3. Particles that clump together and settle out by [Conglomeration] also exit the system.
4. Particles that get into human workers at the remediation site [Onsite Uptake in
Humans] enter the Risk Module through the human exposure mechanism.
5. Particles that move off-site, [Transport], then also degrade, conglomerate, or enter the
Risk Module through the exposure mechanism for both humans and fish.

The rate of motion of particles out of one stock into another stock through a flow is
calculated using the amount of particles in the outgoing stock and a rate at which the particles
naturally undergo some action, such as degrade, transport, conglomerate or get absorbed
(uptake). These rates and the corresponding flow calculations would be based on limited data as
noted in the following sections.

Remediation by Oxidation
Particles that undergo [Remediation by Oxidation] do their job to react with the
pollutant particles and exit the system (Zhang, 2003). The speed and effectiveness of this
process is highly dependent on many geological factors of the aquifer as well as properties of the
nZVI particles and existence of other particles that react with the nZVI on site (Sellers, 2009).
This model assumes no byproducts created, however potential problems could occur if nZVI
particles reacted with compounds in the water to form harmful substances (Nurmi et al., 2005).
This reaction causes a decrease in the [Polluted Groundwater] stock through the outflow
[Pollutants Reacting with nZVI Particles] which then increases the stock [Remediated
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Groundwater]. The speed of this flow is calculated using the amount of water, the amount of
particles, and the oxidation rate of the reaction between the particles and the pollution. Data
suggest that reduction of TCE pollution has been almost 99% only a few days after injection, and
that the particles can remain active for up to eight weeks (Zhang, 2003).

Degradation
Some nZVI particles do not remediate pollution.

Some of these go through the

[Degradation] process at some assumed [Degradation Rate] and exit the system. The value of
this rate would be based on an assumption that not all particles react or conglomerate and
currently has no available data associated with it. Degradation consists of oxidation where the
ions do not react with contaminants, but can react with other compounds in the groundwater. For
example, if carbon tetrachloride is present in the groundwater, chloroform could be produced by
a reaction with nano iron (Nurmi et al., 2005). As is the case with risk from contaminants, these
interactions that could cause secondary contamination are outside the scope of this model but are
potentially important for the deployment at specific sites depending on aquifer characteristics.
Interestingly, information regarding compounds formed in the transformation of
contaminants does not seem to be a specific focus of documentation in the sources used to
develop the model. This information is presented in a few sentences, either appearing in the
results section or the fate section if the source discusses risk. For example, Zhang (2003) noted
that results of a field-scale treatability pilot test indicated concentrations of three contaminants
being treated were reduced to near or below water quality standards without increases in
concentrations of the daughter product vinyl chloride. Sellers (2009) noted that one concern of
DuPont was the unknown ultimate fate of nZVI, with products likely to be soluble iron oxides
and salts that present no long-term concerns.

Conglomeration
Particles that go through the [Conglomeration] process, also referred to as
agglomeration in the literature (Sellers, 2009), do so at an assumed [Conglomeration rate] to
become the stock [ZVI Particles Settled Out Onsite]- the particles combine with each other and
sink, note that they are now the macro-form and no longer nano-sized. The model assumes that
the ZVI particles all settle out and undergo [ZVI Degradation], which is the way that the
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particles exit the system, without reacting with anything else. These particles would have much
less surface area per volume and would be less reactive, limiting the effectiveness of the particles
to react with contaminants (Liles, 2009) or anything else. Varying percentages of nZVI particles
conglomerate, or clump together and settle out in the sediment, which limits their effectiveness
and can be a function of particle properties and particle concentration (Sellers, 2009).

Transport
Particles that go through [Transport], or move off-site through the aquifer by the
groundwater, enter the stock [nZVI Particles Offsite]. The nano-scale version of ZVI is more
effective partly because of its increased mobility due to smaller size (Sellers, 2009). It has been
estimated that realistically the distance nZVI particles are likely to travel will not be more than a
few meters (Tratnyek & Johnson, 2006) but one field study indicated around 20m (Zhang, 2003).
The distance traveled is limited by gravity effects on the particles, subsurface aquifer
characteristics, and the “sticking coefficient”, which is the probability of a collision resulting in
removal of the nZVI particle from the flow system (Tratnyek & Johnson, 2006). From there,
degradation and uptake assumptions determine the percentages of offsite particles that move one
of three places. A percentage of them undergo each of the following: [Offsite Degradation] and
they exit the system, [Offsite Uptake in Fish] and they enter the stock [nZVI Particles in Fish
from Offsite], or [Offsite Uptake in Humans] and they enter the stock [nZVI Particles in
Humans from Offsite].

Connection to the Risk Module
Of the nZVI particles that do not remediate pollution but that remain on-site, some flow
through [Onsite Uptake in Humans] into the stock [nZVI Particles in Humans from Onsite].
When parametized, this value would be an assumption based on potential nanoparticle uptake in
humans due to lack of specific data for nZVI (Limbach et al., 2005). The uptake flow is
calculated using the amount of nZVI particles in the stock, the amount of [Humans Exposed to
nZVI Particles Onsite] (which is explained in the Risk Module section), and [Uptake in
Humans] which is based on assumptions about exposure pathways for nZVI particles. No stock
for onsite particles enters fish since the site is limited to groundwater in an aquifer and will not
come in contact with fish since they live in surface water.
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The [Onsite Uptake in Humans] flow that moves particles out of the groundwater at the
site and into humans onsite is calculated using the stock of [nZVI Particles in Groundwater at
Sites], the [Human Uptake Rate] based on uptake assumptions, and the stock of [Humans
Exposed to nZVI Particles Onsite], which is from the Risk Module. The model is set up the
same way for humans and fish offsite. This is how the model combines the values in the stocks
of particles with those from the stocks of humans and fish to complete the exposure mechanism
and will be explained in more detail in the next section.
The Physical Module maps the movement of nZVI particles through the system. The
potential toxicity combines with exposure of humans and fish in the risk module to form the
connection between the two modules.

The difficulty in this connection comes from high

uncertainty due to a lack of data for toxicity and human and fish exposure.
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3.5 The Risk Module

Figure 11: The Risk Module of the model.
The Exposure Mechanism
The Risk Module continues showing the movement of nZVI particles after injection into
the stocks [nZVI Particles in Humans from Onsite], [nZVI Particles in Humans from
Offsite], and [nZVI Particles in Fish from Offsite].

The relevant flows are the uptake

variables, which capture the dose part of the exposure mechanism: [Onsite Uptake in Humans],
[Offsite Uptake in Humans], [Offsite Uptake in Fish] and [Offsite Uptake in Humans by
Ingestion of Fish]. When parametized, the uptake value for fish would be an assumption due to
lack of specific data for nZVI.

The value for nZVI particles transferred to humans from

ingestion of fish would also be an assumption regarding potential uptake by ingestion. These
would be based on data for nanoparticles in general if no data on nZVI specifically were
available.
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Once the particles are in humans or fish, they are assumed to be excreted from the human
or fish body at some rate and exit the system. It is currently unknown if nZVI particles
bioaccumulate (Karn et al., 2009). The likelihood and rates of nZVI particle uptake via these
pathways is unknown, however studies have been done on effect of size dependent mean mass
on human uptake for other nanoparticles (Limbach et al., 2005) and a range of different estimates
could be used for both humans and fish. In the model, if exposure levels are zero (either because
the stock of nZVI particles is empty or because the absorption rates are zero) the [Uptake] flow
valve is closed and it follows that there is zero probability of risk.
In terms of human exposure, workers that manufacture the particles would have the most
potential contact but are outside the scope of this model. Other possible exposure for humans
onsite already mentioned would be workers injecting the slurry. Onsite exposure is likely to be
limited and is assumed to occur by accidental ingestion or absorption through the skin since the
particles are in a slurry form and would not be inhaled.
The second part of the exposure mechanism maps the agents: stocks of humans and fish
becoming exposed to nZVI particles. The flow [Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles Onsite] is
calculated using the [Population of Workers Onsite] and creates the agent stock of [Humans
Exposed to nZVI Particles Onsite]. The amount in this stock is used to calculate the [Onsite
Uptake in Humans], which also depends on the amount in the dose stock [nZVI Particles in
Groundwater Onsite] and the [Human Uptake Rate]. The combination of dose present due to
stocks of particles and agents present due to humans onsite completes the exposure mechanism
of the model.
The model assumes that the human population exposed onsite is limited to a few workers
at the site injecting the particles into the aquifer because most locations are highly polluted such
as superfund sites and people will not likely be in proximity to the site.
Similarly, the flow [Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles Offsite] is calculated using
[Human Population Near Sites] which is based on the previously discussed assumption about
how far nZVI particles could travel through groundwater. This flow creates the stock [Humans
Exposed to nZVI Particles Offsite], which is then used in the calculation for the flow of
[Offsite Uptake in Humans].
The flow [Fish Being Exposed to nZVI Particles] depends on the [Fish Population
Near Sites] and causes creation of the agent stock [Fish Exposed to nZVI Particles], which is
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then used with an assumed [Fish Absorption Rate] and the dose stock of [nZVI Particles
Offsite] to calculate the exposure [Offsite Uptake in Fish].
The stock [nZVI Particles in Fish from Offsite] can also travel to the stock [nZVI
Particles in Humans from Offsite] through the flow [Offsite Uptake in Humans Through
Ingestion of Fish], which is calculated using the stock of how many particles are in the fish as
well as an [Ingestion Rate of Fish]. This is an alternative and secondary exposure pathway
which is also assumed.

The Dose-Response Mechanism
The Risk Module uses exposure information from the stocks of nZVI particles in humans
and fish and the stocks of humans and fish that have been exposed to create the first part of the
dose response mechanism in the model. The stock of [Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles
Onsite] combines with the variable [Toxicity of nZVI Particles] to cause [Harmful
Physiological Change in Humans Onsite], providing the second part of the dose-response
mechanism.

The toxicity variable is yet unknown, however one study has shown

cytotoxicological effects of iron nanoparticles on human and mouse cells in the laboratory
(Brunner et al. 2006). The parameterization of this value would likely be a probability function
of human susceptibility. In the model, if the toxicity level is zero the [Harmful Physiological
Changes] valve is closed and therefore there are no ill fish or humans. Both exposure and some
toxicity level must be established for a risk to exist.
This creates an outflow from exposed humans into [Ill Humans], and if further
[Human/Cell Organ Death] occurs, humans accumulate in the stock [Dead Humans]. In other
words, the combination of exposure and toxicity cause a dose-response with a negative risk
outcome of ill and/or dead humans. If ill humans undergo [Human Repair/Excretion], they
move into the stock [Recovered Humans]. The repair and recovery variables are currently not
supported by any data and are estimates of possibilities.
The structure and assumptions are the same for offsite exposure with the addition of
ingestion of particles by eating fish for [Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles Offsite], adding
an ingestion pathway of exposure. The structure is the same for [Fish Exposed to nZVI
Particles Offsite], however fish exposure could be a combination of ingestion and absorption
through surface water.
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Risk Perception
The negative risk outcomes of ill and dead humans and fish must then feed into
perception of risk by the public. An increase in the [Positive Media Reports Publication Rate]
causes an increase in [Public Trust of Deployment of nZVI Technology] by generating
positive media buzz about the nZVI technology remediating water pollution. Similarly, an
increase in the [Negative Media Reports Publication Rate] causes a decrease in [Public Trust
of Deployment of nZVI Technology] by generating negative media buzz about the nZVI
technology.

The negative media buzz is publication of information about negative risk

outcomes- ill and dying humans and fish. This assumption is attempting to capture the public
familiarity with the risks and benefits of nanotechnology and is based on findings that greater
familiarity with nanotechnology leads to increased polarization of positive or negative views
(Currall, 2009).

Here it is assumed that information about benefits increases the positive

polarization, and information generated about risks increases the negative polarization.
There is evidence in the literature that new media articles tend to emphasize controversy
and provide few of the necessary details that the general public would need to become
knowledgeable (Lewenstein, 2010). This research has let to construction of the media variables
to capture information of risk outcomes moving into public perception as positive or negative.
This connective variable which will be discussed more in the Connection to Techno-Social
Module section.
An increase in the variable [Public Trust of Deployment of nZVI Technology] leads to
an increase in the [Affect] variable: one study found that “social trust in institutions producing
nanotechnology foods is an important factor directly influencing the affect evoked by these new
products…” (Siegrist et al., 2007). The variable [Affect] also attempts to capture cultural factors
such as religion, gender, and trust by creating a population representative probability of positive
and negative responses to an emerging technology. For parameterization, it could be a
probability distribution meant to represent the percentage of risk-averse public. It is through
[Affect] that trust affects [Public Support of nZVI Technology].
An increase in [Public Support of nZVI Technology] leads to increases in [Public
Funding for nZVI Technology], which then feeds into the scientific information stocks, and an
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increase in [Rate of Public (Government) Use of nZVI Technology] which then leads to an
increase in use of the technology, captured in [Injection Rate] back in the Physical Module.
An increase in the variable [Public Funding for nZVI Technology] causes an increase
in the [Academic nZVI Research Rate], which then creates the flow [Academic nZVI
Research Publication] which is the start of the scientific information stock in the Techno-social
Module.

Connection to Techno-social Module
The Risk Module connects to the Techno-social Module through the generation of
positive and negative media information. The Risk Module contributes the stocks of [Positive
Media Information] and [Negative Information], which the public then learns about through
the corresponding outflows [Public Exposure to Positive Media Information] and [Public
Exposure to Negative Information]. This learning directly increases to or decreases [Public
Support of nZVI Technology] respectively. The information stocks and outflow of information
learning also feed into the stock of [Pertinent General Public Information about nZVI
Technology]. The Techno-Social module is the least developed part of the model and will
require additional research to define more specific variables, primarily because there is not
extensive literature on the relationship between public support and private and public
deployment of nZVI technology.
The media variables are connective variables between the Risk Module and the TechnoSocial Module, designed to capture the transfer of information generated by risk outcomes or
benefits to public perception of risks and benefits. Even given data that don’t currently exist
showing negative risk outcomes from using nZVI technology, positive remediation benefits of
the technology, and the public’s base knowledge of these risks and benefits, calculation of risk
perception would still be incredibly difficult- risk perception of nanotechnology has been found
to be influenced by cultural values, religiosity, and social norms, and increased familiarity leads
to polarization of positive or negative views already held (Currall, 2009). Thus, [Media Reports
Generated] variables are used as proxies for this polarization of public perception or risks and
benefits based on reports of positive and negative outcomes.
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3.6 The Techno-social Module

Figure 12: The Techno-Social Module of the model.
Information
The Techno-social Module holds the information stocks and flows, which show the affect
of information from the media, industry and science. Media information is generated in the Risk
Module at the rate variables [Positive Media Reports Publication Rate] and [Negative Media
Reports Publication Rate] causing a flow of [Generation of Positive Media Information] and
[Generation of Negative Media Information] entering the system. As previously mentioned
the outflows of public exposure to positive and negative information also directly affect public
support.

This information then accumulates in the stock [Pertinent General Public
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Information about nZVI Technology].

The [Information about nZVI Technology

Becoming Outdated] flows out of pertinent information at the [Information Becoming
Outdated Rate] and exits the system. This is to capture the fact that media information only
remains pertinent for a certain amount of time.
The current structure of the information stocks allows for an amount or negative,
positive, and neutral pertinent information from the media, science, and industry to be present in
the public mind and influence their knowledge level. At this stage of model development, the
knowledge stocks have not been connected with many variables in the Techno-social Module but
future versions of the model could include these connections.
Information from academic science enters the system through the flow [Academic nZVI
Research Publication], which is calculated using the [Academic nZVI Research Rate]. The
stock [Scientific Information about nZVI Technology] is created, which then flows to the
pertinent information stock through [Scientific Information Dissemination to the Public].
Information from industry enters the system through the flow [nZVI Product
Information Publication], which is calculated using the [Product Information Publication
Rate]. The stock [Product Information about nZVI Products] is created, which then flows to
the pertinent information stock through [Product Information Dissemination to the Public].
Examples of this kind of information include product Material Data Safety Sheets (MSDS),
laboratory and field test data, and other industry developed information.
Information also travels from [Scientific Information about nZVI Technology] to
[Product Information about nZVI Products] through the flow [Technology (Information)
Transfer]. This captures the movement of academic information to product information and
would have to be estimated based on literature discussing this transfer.

Products
The Techno-social Module also holds the product stocks and flows, which show research
and development of nZVI products and their movement in the market. The [nZVI Product
Development Rate] determines the rate of flow of [nZVI Product Development] into the stock
[nZVI Products in Development], which then flows into [nZVI Products on the Market]
through [Product Marketing]. At some assumed rate, products could get pulled from the
market at the [Product Recall Rate] causing an outflow from [nZVI Products on the Market]
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into [nZVI Products Pulled from the Market]. This could happen because the [Regulations
Applicable to nZVI Technology] could increase, imposing new limitations on the technology or
making it more costly or cumbersome to deploy: one example is an increase in regulations
governing transport requiring additional safety precautions (DuPont, 2007). To date, no known
data support products being pulled from the market.
The [nZVI Product Development Rate] depends on [Regulations Applicable to nZVI
Technology], [Technical Feasibility of using nZVI Technology], and [Private Funding for
nZVI Technology R&D]. If there are low levels of regulations, high technical feasibility, and
high levels of funding for research and development, there is likely to be more product
development in a given time period. The [Technical Feasibility of using nZVI Technology] is
meant to capture the technical state of the technology as it could be applied at a site, not
accounting for social or risk factors except those already accounted for within economic cost of
use. Technical feasibility is calculated using [Scientific Information about nZVI Technology]
and [Regulations Applicable to nZVI Technology] and it affects both [Rate of Private
Industry Use of nZVI Technology] and [Rate of Private Industry Use of nZVI Technology],
both of which inform [Injection Rate]. Both the [nZVI Product Development Rate] and the
[Product Recall Rate] affect the [Product Information Publication Rate], as more products
being developed or being recalled indicates more information being published about the
technology.

Other variables
A variety of other social, political and economic factors are captured in variables located
in the Techno-social Module. Because the relationships are complex and based on theory or
mental models, below is a less formal description of causal links between these variables, some
of which were discussed above.
The variable [Regulations Applicable to nZVI Technology] captures the amount that
nZVI technology is regulated and is formed by the [Creation Rate of New Regulations for
nZVI Technology]. The units are number of regulations and this value is calculated with the
assumptions that public perception of risks and benefits and the product marketing rate affect
regulation of the technology. Regulations then affect the technical feasibility of using nZVI
technology, the product recall rate, and the product development rate. The regulation variables
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may be better described as stocks and flows that are defined by these various factors in future
versions of the model.
The reasons to deploy nZVI technology are based on a variety of technical factors such as
geologic or aquifer specific situations that are unique to sites that may make it difficult to use
other technologies. The variable [Technical Feasibility of using nZVI Technology] captures
the feasibility of using nZVI technology to remediate groundwater pollution at a site over other
technologies. It is calculated based on assumptions that regulation, scientific information (which
would include geology and hydrology), and the number of products on the market (choices in
different coatings that affect reactions with other chemicals present) will affect this feasibility.
The [Public Funding for nZVI Technology] is assumed to be determined by the public
support for the technology combined with the need for groundwater pollution remediation. The
public funding level affects the academic research rate, which then feeds into forming the
scientific information stock. The [Private Funding for nZVI Technology] is assumed to be
determined only by the need for pollution remediation, which is partly a market need for
products. Private funding then affects the product development rate.
The [Rate of Private Industry Use of nZVI Technology] depends on the technical
feasibility of using nZVI technology and the number of products on the market. The [Rate of
Public (Government) Use of nZVI Technology] also depends on these two variables but also
the public support, since it is public funding. Together these rates inform the amount of injecting
particles at sites, or deployment of the technology. The other variable that informs deployment
of the technology is the need, or the amount of groundwater that needs remediation.

Connection to the Physical Module
Ultimately the information generated by Physical and Risk Module culminates in the
Techno-social Module and feeds back into the level of technology deployment, which is captured
in the variable [Injecting of nZVI Particles Onsite]. The difficulty in this connection is the
mechanism that generates the private and public funding for nZVI technology research,
development, and deployment. How does public support or lack of support affect funding and
the use of the technology?

Historically, the public has raised concerns about emerging

technologies through protests, contacting government officials, starting educational campaigns,
or could potentially take legal action against companies if harm has been done. There is little
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literature to connect this activity directly to government action except anecdotally; this is a
challenging portion of the model.
Overall, the model shows the complex connections and interplay of physical, risk, and
social variables that provide the structure of the system, and one can see the potential for a model
such as this to run simulations that illuminate how changes in policies or assumptions affect the
outcomes of the system.

Section 4: Forum Analysis
The previous section illustrates the complexity associated with developing a cohesive
model that blends physical, risk, and techno-social perspectives.

In order to explore the

foundations of the model, forum analysis- a tool from the field of rhetoric- was used as a lens to
examine the language, structure, and design of source documents. The goal was to identify
differences in the information used and look more closely at the difficulties associated with
combining this information to create the connective variables.
Recall that the hypotheses for this paper are that an explicit rhetorical study of source documents
will:
3. Identify the differences in types of information used to contribute to the model
4. Specifically highlight origins of difficulty associated with defining variables that
connect the modules
It is also the intent that a better understanding of the origins of the difficulties of connecting
multidisciplinary parts of the model will help to identify ways to overcome them.

Social construction of science and rhetoric
The field of rhetoric studies using language effectively to convince or persuade. In
science, “The scientific journal article is an attempt to convince its audience of some fact or
facts. That means that every choice its authors make in writing an article is a rhetorical choice.
The arguments, how they are constructed, the language of their construction, key terms,
references, tables, and diagrams, are all selected for their effects” (Sismondo, 2010, p. 148-149).
These rhetorical choices can be identified by looking at specific texts (i.e. journal articles) to
determine how the arguments are made.
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The social constructivist view of science claims that science develops within a social
context (Sismondo, 2010).

If science is socially constructed, then different sciences are

constructed differently. In the field of rhetoric, each distinct science could be described as a
discourse community, which James E. Porter defined as “a group of individuals bound by a
common interest who communicate through approved channels and whose discourse is
regulated” (Porter, 1986, p. 38). The common interest is the professional scientific discipline,
approved channels consist of certain academic journals (Porter refers to them as forums), and the
regulation is the peer review process. “A discourse community shares assumptions about what
objects are appropriate for examination and discussion, what operating functions are performed
on those objects, what constitutes ‘evidence’ and ‘validity’, and what formal conventions are
followed” (Porter, 1986, p. 39). The intended audience of journal articles is often members of
the discourse community; people familiar with the scientific method(s) used, technical jargon
and terminology, and what counts as “valid” for results. This presumption of an informed reader
allows articles to skip the basics and advance the field, but makes the article less accessible to
someone outside that community.
The field of Science and Technology Studies embraces the idea of a social construction
of science and uses the same idea of “communities” that emerge in the sciences, differentiated by
practices:

Science and Technology Studies (STS) starts from an assumption that science and
technology are thoroughly social activities.

They are social in that scientists and

engineers are always members of communities, trained into the practices of those
communities and necessarily working within them. These communities set standards for
inquiry and evaluate knowledge claims.

There is no abstract and logical scientific

method apart from evolving community norms. In addition, science and technology are
arenas in which rhetorical work is crucial, because scientists and engineers are always in
the position of having to convince their peers and others of the value of their favorite
ideas and plans- they are constantly engaged in struggles to gain resources and promote
their views. (Sismondo, 2010, p. 10-11).
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In the absence of a pure “abstract and logical scientific method”, the “evolving
community norms” dictate the standards for inquiry and evaluation methods for knowledge
claims. These manifest differently in different communities in science, such as chemistry or
sociology. In this study, the “crucial rhetorical work” being done was to examine the various
approved channels of communication- the forums- where information was found to contribute to
the model. By leveraging tools from the field of rhetoric, one can gain a better understanding of
how information used to create the model was generated.

Interdisciplinarity
One of the reasons system dynamics was chosen as a method for modeling the nZVI
problem is that it is inherently interdisciplinary, meaning that it allows for aggregating
information from multiple scientific disciplines. The study of disciplinarity helps illustrate what
these differences in disciplines mean for interdisciplinary work:

The blurring of disciplinary boundaries is typically associated with research at the
innovative frontier of discipline, the rhetorical foil of the established cooling core. As a
result of cracks the leading edge of a boundary that divides two disciplines is often fuzzy,
and talk of blurring is quickly accompanied by talk of interdisciplinarity…the
epistemological structure of a discipline plays a major role in promoting or retarding
permeation. At the broadest and most general level of disciplinary description, the valueladen categories of hardness, tightness, restrictiveness, neatness, narrowness,
compactness, and maturity are distinguished from their own rhetorical foils: softness,
breadth, permeability, and preparadigmatic development. (Klein, 1993)

Interdisciplinary work must embrace the “fuzzy boundaries” and rely on “permeability”
between disciplines in order to function. Just like an interdisciplinary team of scientists must
learn to work together and communicate effectively with one another to accomplish a goal, tools
from rhetoric can be leveraged to identify and take advantage of the permeability present in the
texts used for development of this model. System dynamics modeling seems to be a natural
candidate for a process which excels in the “fuzzy frontiers of discipline”. Epistemological
differences are inherent in the research questions, methodology, and evidence of each discipline
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and thus they can be identified by the forum analysis, which can help illuminate effective ways
to connect the three modules.

Rhetoric and the modeling process
The system dynamics modeling process involves gathering data or information
previously collected or defined in some way. John D. Sterman argued that “Through our mental
models we define constructs such as GDP or scientific research, create metrics for these ideas,
and design information systems to evaluate and report them.

These then condition the

perceptions we form. Changes in our mental models are constrained by what we previously
chose to define, measure, and attend to” (Sterman, 2000, p. 23-24). Because different branches
of science use different mental models, constructs, metrics and information systems, there is
diversity in research questions, methods and limitations: a laboratory toxicology study of a
particle on mouse or human cells has different limitations than a public opinion poll evaluating
perception of risk for a technology.
The systems modeling process allows for inclusion of these various types of information
and data, however for a modeling problem that utilizes variables that operate in the physical,
risk, and techno-social realms to form one cohesive model, some “crucial rhetorical work” may
be a beneficial step in the modeling process.

Defining variables, determining causality,

identifying units, and determining how to parametize or quantify the variables becomes more
challenging when it all must happen not only within each of the modules but across themsometimes in multiple ways or through multiple variables.
The way information used to create the model was generated, gathered, defined, or
measured will also influence the usability and limitations of the model. Given the previous
example of a laboratory toxicology study and a public opinion poll, when these two studies are
used to inform the same model, what are the constraints or limitations of that model? How does
one determine the usability or limitations given the information used to create the model?
The following analytical tool was developed to do the “additional work” mentioned
above of using Porter’s “approved channels”- the forums of academic journals and scholarly
reports referenced. The forum analysis tool was designed to explicitly identify the differences
between types of information used and explore the implications of these differences on the
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modeling process- specifically illuminating disciplinary sources of difficulty affecting
development of the connective variables.

Analysis Tool developed
The following set of questions used for the forum analysis was based on James E.
Porter’s Forum Analysis Heuristic (Porter, 1986, Appendix) and adapted for use in this study.

Table 1: Forum Analysis tool
Name of text
Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who do they work
for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen
Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What does the text
do?
What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes “validity” or
“proof”?
What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are used in the
text? What do they do?
What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are used?
What do the conventions in this text (intended audience, research
question, methodology, proof, jargon) encourage or make difficult?

The last question regarding what conventions of a forum encourage or make difficult was
a focal point for the analysis, especially in relation to how connective variables are formed to
integrate different disciplinary information into the model and the challenges in doing so. The
forum analysis helps illustrate Klein’s “epistemological structure” of a given discipline, which
may point us towards potential places for promotion of permeation. It should also identify
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promising areas for interdisciplinary work, which could overcome some of the difficulties found
in defining the connective variables.
The Texts
This table was filled out for nine texts chosen for the forum analysis out of approximately
40 that were used to develop the model. Five of the nine texts were published in academic
journals, and two were published as chapters in books. One was a press release regarding a
company decision, and one was a summary of lessons learned from a private full-scale field
study. As stated in the Methodology section, one criterion used for selecting texts was the
representativeness, or ability to represent what was anecdotally noted as common among sources
from that discipline used in developing the model. Commonalities include scope of article,
research questions addressed, methodology used, journal that the text was published in, and other
general characteristics of the article. A second criterion used was the extent of citations found in
later works, for example the Zhang 2003 article was cited in several following articles and thus
was chosen for this analysis. Though the second criterion could have caused a selection bias of
the texts, it was chosen to better exemplify the disciplinary differences that were hypothesized to
be present. These articles chosen are meant to provide a cross section of source texts used to
create each module as well as the boundaries between them. Articles chosen for the forum
analysis are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Decision to use source texts for analysis.
Text Title

Disciplinary
Orientation

Nanoscale iron particles for
environmental remediation:
An overview (Zhang, 2003)
Zero-valent iron
nanoparticles for abatement
of environmental pollutants:
Materials and engineering
aspects (Li, Elliot & Zhang,
2006)
In vitro cytotoxicity of oxide
nanoparticles: Comparison to
asbestos, silica, and the effect
of particle solubility
(Brunner, Wick, Manser,
Spohn, Grass, Limbach &

Module

Reason Chosen

Materials
Science/
Chemistry

Physical

Discusses how the technology works,
representative of applied chemistry
perspective, often cited overview of the state
of the technology

Materials
Chemistry

Physical

Discusses how the technology works,
representative of applied materials science
perspective

Applied
Biosciences/
Toxicology

Physical and
Risk

Discusses toxicity of nanomaterials
including nano iron, representative of
toxicology studies
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Stark, 2006)
Modeling the environment:
an introduction to system
dynamics modeling of
environmental systems.
Chapter 12: Simulating the
flow of DDT (Ford, 1999)

Systems
Dynamics
Modeling

Nanotechnology and in situ
remediation: A review of the
benefits and potential risks
(Karn, Kuiken & Otto, 2009)
Nanotechnology and the
environment, Chapter 8: The
potential ecological hazard of
nanomaterials (Clough, 2009)
Cultural cognition of the risks
and benefits of
nanotechnology (Kahan,
Braman, Slovic, Gastil &
Cohen, 2009)
Lessons learned: Treatment
of chlorinated hydrocarbon
contaminated groundwater
with injectable nanoscale
bimetallic particles (Liles,
2009)
DuPont Nanomaterial risk
assessment worksheet
(DuPont, 2007)

Physical

Models DDT in the environment,
representative of showing how system
dynamics can provide new understanding of
a system

Environment
al Risk
Analysis

Risk

Discusses risks and benefits, representative
of larger conversation aggregating
information about risks and comparing
different types of information. Often cited
review.

Ecological
Risk Analysis

Risk

Discusses ecological risk and how it is
assessed, representative of ecological risk
assessment

Social
Psychology

Risk and
Techno-social

Discusses perception of risk, representative
of psychological opinion poll study

Applied
Materials
Science

Techno-social

Discusses applied results, representative of
information applicable to using the
technology on-site

Risk
Assessment
Worksheet

Techno-social

Discusses company’s decision not to use
technology, representative of pre-risk
assessment literature survey to assess use

Of the approximately 40 total sources used to develop the model, approximately 30
follow or almost follow the IMRaD structure; Introduction, Methodology, Results, and
Discussion. The International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (2009) claim that this
structure “is not an arbitrary publication format but rather a direct reflection of the process of
scientific discovery”. However, postulates from the field of Science and Technology Studies
(see p. 40) embrace the social construction of the sciences and further claim that authors writing
peer reviewed journal articles are making rhetorical choices when they do so (see p. 39). The
scope of this study focuses on differences within scientific disciplines and the potential for
permeation between disciplines. This excludes discussion of limitations or constraints of
academic scientific work in general and instead looks at the implications and effects of
differences in application of the IMRaD structure in academic sources.
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As stated previously, individual fields of science are structured differently (see p. 41).
Differences in research questions, methods, and what constitutes evidence supporting a
hypothesis or validity of a claim can look quite different in a chemistry lab study than in an
opinion poll measuring public support for a technology. While IMRaD may be a generally
accepted and/or widely used format in many sciences, the claim that “scientific writing transfers
poorly between fields” can be made because what is good or useful in one science may not be
good or useful in another (Brady, 2003): the “M” and “R” sections may not transfer at all.
These differences can be identified rhetorically by looking at how some of the individual
texts are constructed and how they make their arguments. The object of this forum analysis was
to look closely at a subset of texts used to create the model in order to identify differences and
discuss potential implications for the modeling process. The idea is that what can be done with
the model will depend on what is going into the model.

Section 5: Results and Discussion
The hypothesis for this paper is that an explicit rhetorical study of source documents will
first identify the differences in types of information used to contribute to the model, and second
specifically highlight the origins of difficulty associated with defining variables that connect the
diverse modules. Forum analysis results were collected for all nine texts revealed support for the
first part of the hypothesis, however results in this section were limited to the five out of those
nine source texts that contributed to defining the connective variables linking the Physical, Risk,
and Techno-social Modules (Fig. 8). This was done because of the focus on the connective
variables. For complete tables showing the forum analysis results for each of the texts see
Appendix B.

5.1 Forum Analysis Tables
To show differences in types of information used to develop the model, forum analysis
results from the five texts addressing the connective variables are shown in Table 3, highlighting
differences in discipline, methodology, validity, and conventions. To highlight the difficulties
associated with connective variables, results from the forum analysis for the five articles
regarding the connective variables and specific difficulties are shown in Table 4.
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Table 3: Identifying differences in types of information.
Text Title

Disciplinary
Orientation
Materials
Science/
Chemistry

Module

Methodology

Physical

In vitro
cytotoxicity of
oxide
nanoparticles:
Comparison to
asbestos, silica,
and the effect of
particle
solubility
(Brunner et al.,
2006)
Nanotechnology
and in situ
remediation: A
review of the
benefits and
potential risks
(Karn et al.,
2009)
Cultural
cognition of the
risks and
benefits of
nanotechnology
(Kahan et al.,
2009)

Applied
Biosciences/
Toxicology

Physical
and
Risk

Engineering
process
documentation
, laboratory
studies, field
scale
treatability
pilot tests
Laboratory
study

Environmental
Risk Analysis

Risk

Data synthesis,
personal
interviews

Synthesis of data
generated by
others (expert
elicitation)

Synthesis of results from
Web of Science research
studies to create introduction
and summary of applications
in nanotechnology for
remediation of pollution,
focusing on nZVI.

Social
Psychology

Risk
and
Technosocial

Public opinion
study (poll),
multivariate
regression
modeling

Poll data used for
multivariate regression
showing large and
statistically significant effect
on likelihood of response to
information given cultural
worldview.

DuPont
Nanomaterial
risk assessment
worksheet
(DuPont, 2007)

Risk
Assessment
Worksheet

Technosocial

Literature
survey

Polling study data
from 1,862
Americans in two
groups:
information
exposed and no
information
exposed,
multivariate
regression to
assess whether
impact of
information
exposure varied
with familiarity or
cultural
worldviews
Collection of data
generated by
others (expert
elicitation)

Nanoscale iron
particles for
environmental
remediation: An
overview
(Zhang, 2003)

Validity
(data/evidence)
Documentation on
synthesis of
particles,
laboratory study
and field test data

Toxicology data
from laboratory
studies using two
assays

Conventions
Engineering data showing
how particles are
synthesized/created, lab test
data showing effectiveness
of dechlorination of
contaminants, field test data
showing dechlorination of in
situ contaminants.
Laboratory data showing
cytotoxicological effects of
nano iron particles on mouse
and human cell lines.

Literature survey results (no
data shown) identify list of
unanswered questions
regarding risks and highlight
a lack of health and
environmental safety data
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leading to the decision not to
use nZVI products.

Table 3 illustrates the differences in the types of information used to develop the model. Various
disciplinary orientations, methodologies, uses of evidence and validity, and conventions were
present in these five selected texts.
Table 4: Connective variables, constraints and affordances, and difficulties.
Text Title

Module

Constraints and
Affordances

Variable(s)

Difficulty

Nanoscale iron
particles for
environmental
remediation: An
overview (Zhang,
2003)

Physical

Very good at displaying
technical lab and field test
data; what was done, what
was measured, what the
measurements were.
Overview of technical
effectiveness of technology.

[nZVI Particles
in Humans]

Both lack of data for
toxicity and human
and fish exposure and
variability in site
specific characteristics
such as geological
features or aquifer
conditions leads to
high uncertainty in
determining exposure
mechanism in the
model

In vitro cytotoxicity
of oxide
nanoparticles:
Comparison to
asbestos, silica, and
the effect of particle
solubility (Brunner et
al., 2006)

Physical
and Risk

Nanotechnology and
in situ remediation: A
review of the benefits
and potential risks
(Karn et al., 2009)

Risk

Provides some context for
bigger picture, why these
data are important but
doesn’t address risk concerns
due to unknown information;
only considers physical
question of getting particles
in there to react with
pollutants.
Really limited scope
comparing toxicological
effects of nanoparticles to
toxic effects of known
particles on two types of cells
in vitro. This is the kind of
article that news media or
interest group media could
generate negative
information from; “Iron
oxide nanoparticles exhibited
an astonishingly high toxicity
that could not be explained
by purely chemical effects of
dissolved iron ions and thus
indicates a nanoparticlespecific cytotoxic
mechanism.”
Makes it easy to talk about
aggregate information, big
picture view of social
implications and the potential
risks and benefits of

[nZVI Particles
in Fish]

[Toxicity of
nZVI Particles]

Lack of data for
toxicity of nZVI
particles to exposed
humans and fish leads
to high uncertainty of
harmful physiological
changes in the model

[Public
Exposure to
Positive Media
Information]

Media generation
variables that lead to
public exposure to
information are proxy
variables for
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nanotechnology for pollution
remediation.
Easily shows how many
organizations are involved in
deployment of this
technology.

Cultural cognition of
the risks and benefits
of nanotechnology
(Kahan et al., 2009)

Risk and
Technosocial

DuPont Nanomaterial
risk assessment
worksheet (DuPont,
2007)

Technosocial

This is an overview doc, so it
is difficult to get a nuanced
view of why people perceive
more benefit than cost and
wish to proceed with caution
and not precaution. They cite
concerns for safety as a
potential limitation to
deployment and recommend
further research of the
physical risk and don’t really
mention perception, which is
a big part of “concerns for
safety”
Quantified social sciencespublic opinion polling.
Statistical evidence.
Explicitly notes: “Our study
reinforces the conclusions of
other researchers who have
cautioned against assuming
that enlightened public
opinion will spontaneously
emerge from accumulating
scientific information on the
risks and benefits of
nanotechnology.”
Easy to see company position
and reasons for position:
uncertainty and potential
risks.
Decision making criteria
appears to be determination
and assessment of nZVI end
products following injection
or spill.
“Based on publications, our
experiments, and analogy we
expect the reaction products
and their environmental fate
to be very similar for macro
ZVI and nZVI”

[Public
Exposure to
Negative Media
Information]

polarization of public
perception of risks and
benefits based on
reports of positive and
negative outcomes

[Public Support
of nZVI
Technology]

Measurement of
public support for an
emerging technology,
understanding what
causes changes in
public support

[Rate of Private
Industry Use of
nZVI Particles]

Mechanism not clearly
understood for how
Public Support affects
private and public
funding for research,
development, and
deployment of nZVI
products
Decision to deploy or
not to deploy is
complex and includes
many factors: cost,
liability, effectiveness,
etc.

“DuPont would not consider
using this technology at a
DuPont site until the end
products of the reactions
following injection, or
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following a spill, are
determined and adequately
assessed. Of particular
importance is the question of
whether persistent
nanoparticles are generated,
or whether the material is
rapidly converted into a
soluble iron salt or a
hydroxide.”

Table 4 illustrates the difficulties associated with developing connective variables (see Section 3:
The Model, module subsections for details) that combine modules within the model.
Affordances and constraints can show where work within a discipline is entrenched within the
discipline or where the fuzzy boundaries of the discipline are, and may also help identify
potential places where permeation is promoted or is hindered due to the epistemological structure
of the discipline.

5.2 Discussion of Forum Analysis Results
A variety of disciplinary orientations were exhibited by the texts examined (see Table 3),
which was expected given that system dynamics modeling is interdisciplinary and the model
addressed a complex problem involving physical, risk, and techno-social factors and information.
The research methodologies were also varied, though several focused on synthesizing existing
studies or literature into a broader and more applicable analysis of the state of nZVI technology
(Zhang, 2003; Karn, et al., 2006; DuPont, 2007; see Table 3). This variety in methodologies and
also differences in types of validity shows support for the first part of the hypothesis. It also
makes combining the information gathered into one model difficult, particularly for connective
variables that straddle two modules and attempt to bridge potentially incongruent parts of the
model.
The forum analysis outlines the origins of the difficulties in developing the connective
variables in Table 4. For the Physical Module and Risk Module where toxicity and exposure
combine to form risk, the difficulty is a high level of uncertainty regarding both exposure
pathways and toxicity to humans and fish. The origin of the uncertainty is both a lack of nZVI
specific data and some variability in aquifer characteristics onsite. For example, the PARS
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Environmental field test data (see p. 3) indicated that nZVI particles did not travel as far in sandy
and clay soils as they did in more permeable soils (Varadhi et al., 2005).
In the Risk Module, the origin of the difficulty for risk perception is the challenge
inherent in measuring public perception of risks and benefits. The affordances of social science
research to utilize proxy variables when the true variable is difficult or impossible to measure
allows the model to use public exposure to positive and negative media information generation
as proxy variables. Similarly, the origin of difficulty for the public support variable is the
challenge inherent in determining first whether the public knows about an emerging technology,
and second, which (if any) applications they support using the technology. The affordance of
statistical evidence from social science research allows the model to use the assumption that
public learning of information combined with the tendency for polarization of public opinion
causes changes in public support. Further, this assumption could be refined using a relevant
probability distribution when the variable is parametized, allowing the model to incorporate
numerical data from previous studies.
In the Techno-social Module, the primary difficulty in developing connective variables
originates from the complexity of the decision making process for deployment of the technology.
As this is the least developed module of the model, additional research could help better structure
this portion of the model. However, a certain amount of the decision making process could also
involve probability, path dependency of current technologies, or unforeseen events. Uncertainty
and complexity make it difficult to isolate causes of a change in deployment.
The origins of the difficulties in developing connective variables in this model all include
uncertainty and complexity, as well as some difficulty in measurement. Perhaps because of these
factors, many of the studies used to develop the model synthesized data from interdisciplinary
sources, consulting multiple kinds of studies to explain the current state of the technology (see
Karn et al., 2009). Many studies using synthesized data show a higher degree of discipline
permeability. Using synthesized data from many studies in one source also reduces the number
of individual sources to consult for the modeling process. The incongruence in the model
stemming from differences in evidence or types of validity could indicate disciplinary edges or
frontiers at which interdisciplinary work must occur or is occurring to address these difficulties:
Klein’s idea of “fuzziness” or “cracking” of disciplines as they reach out into other disciplines.
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These areas have begun to come into focus in the “affordances and constraints” section of Table
4.
The following sections address the second part of the hypothesis identifying origins of
difficulty and will briefly recall the connective variables and associated developmental
difficulties highlighted in Table 4. This is followed by discussion of specific mechanisms of
how disciplinary differences identified in the texts can or do affect development of these
variables. Finally, this section will briefly discuss permeation and disciplinary boundaries,
pointing out potential places for useful interdisciplinary work to occur as a way to overcome
these difficulties.

Connecting the Physical Module to the Risk module

Figure 13: Variables connecting the Physical Module to the Risk Module.
The Physical Module maps the movement of nZVI particles through the system.

The

presence of potentially toxic particles combined with exposure of humans and fish in the risk
module to cause harmful physiological changes in humans and fish- forming the connection to
the Risk Module, which maps the exposure and toxicity of nZVI particles leading to harmful
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physiological changes. The difficulty in this connection stems primarily from uncertainty due to
a lack of data regarding toxicity, fate and transport of the particles (see Table 4).
Physical Module texts concentrate on effectiveness of nZVI technology to remediate water
pollution; “Through improved understanding of geochemistry of nanoparticles in both basic and
field demonstrations in well-characterized environments, the prospect for successful exploiting
the nanoscale technology for environmental applications appears very good” (Zhang, 2003, p.
332). Thus they explicitly address the difficulty of variability in site characteristics (see Table
4). However, discussion of risk or social factors do not seem to be a focus; if they appear, they
are located in the implications of the technology section or mentioned as next steps in research.
The overview study (see Table 5, Zhang, 2003) provides laboratory and field test data
regarding effectiveness of the particles to remediate pollutants. The forum analysis confirms
notions that lab results have limited applicability for extrapolation to real world situations.
Additionally, one of the stated limitations of field test results is that the effectiveness of nZVI
can be highly dependent on site specific features such as geology or aquifer characteristics. This
indicates that even if the data were available, the results are dependent on many factors that
would vary between sites where nZVI technology may be deployed. With further research, some
of these uncertainties could become variability and would require local data of aquifer
characteristics. Fortunately, this means that minimizing or eliminating risks to health or the
environment could possibly be accomplished by selecting the most appropriate remedial option
given knowledge of the site characteristics (Macé et al., 2006).
The connective variables between the Physical Module and the Risk Module are [Toxicity]
and [Harmful Changes in Humans or Fish]. As stated previously, the texts in the Physical
Module approach this boundary or “disciplinary frontier” between physical and risk primarily
with requests for additional research: “systematic research on the environmental transport, fate,
and ecotoxicity is needed to overcome increasing concerns and fear in the environmental use of
nanomaterials, and minimize any unintended impact” (Li & Zhang, 2006).

In addition to

requests for more research, texts in the Risk Module also approach the frontier with historical
evidence of risk perception slowing or halting technological progress: “Historically, public
perceptions and attitudes have shaped the direction and pace of scientific activity in a number of
fields. This has been and continues to be the case with nuclear power, genetically engineered
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organisms (GMOs), embryonic stem cell research and biotechnology” (Curall et al., 2006, p.
153).
The forum analysis illustrates that the cytotoxicity study (Brunner et al., 2006) measured
functionality changes in two cell lines in vitro after exposure to concentrations of nanoparticlesa very specific research question that utilized in vitro toxicity assay methodology, and measured
cell response as evidence. Results showed a high level of toxicity for nano scale iron (Brunner,
et al., 2006). The authors claim that despite limitations of the in vitro laboratory study, the
results could permeate into a screening process for nanoparticle toxicity: “While the validity of
in vitro situations is very limited, cytotoxic measurements provide at least a readily available
early test system and may be suggested for pre-screening nanoparticles” (Brunner et al., 2006, p.
4380). In this example, deeply entrenched disciplinary information has a potential immediate
use in other disciplines because of comparison to more known particles (such as asbestos),
despite the extremely specific (and not necessarily transferable) research question, methodology,
and evidence.
Despite the fact that this in vitro lab study could contribute to a pre-screening process
identifying toxicity of nanoparticles, it still has an extremely limited scope and may not be
applicable to real world applications or represent what happens in a real life exposure situation.
Additionally, just as variability in site characteristics could affect effectiveness of nZVI
technology, toxicity levels may differ for various species that live on or near the sites where
nZVI technology could be deployed. Toxicity information such as this could be picked up by the
media, causing public attention to negative risk outcomes from nano scale iron that may ignore
nuanced, specific limitations of the data. Thus the forum analysis shows that connections
between modules can occur in ways not originally thought of in the modeling process. For
example, the model currently connects toxicity studies through risk outcomes, but this toxicity
study could potentially affect public media attention directly.
Though these uncertainties are a source of difficulty in the model, they are also a potential
area for permeation between disciplines because they call for additional research into risks and
possible adverse effects on multiple levels. Additional interdisciplinary information regarding
the toxicity of nZVI particles in humans, other species, and the potential affect on ecosystems in
general would improve this connection in the model that shows toxicity leading to harmful
physiological effects in humans and fish. More toxicity data could be combined with cognizance
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of and attention to potential changes in public attitudes. This could also help ameliorate direct
amplification of risk by direct public dissemination of limited toxicity studies through the media,
showing that interdisciplinary research in this area to probe media effects in public risk
perception has potentially wide reaching effects.

Connecting the Risk Module to the Techno-social Module

Figure 14: Variables connecting the Risk Module to the Techno-social Module.

The Risk Module creates the negative risk outcomes of ill and dead humans and fish,
which is likely to cause generation of negative media information, assuming there is monitoring
for outcomes (note that monitoring programs have not been explicitly included in the present
draft of the model). Water pollution being remediated from the use of nZVI technology in the
physical model causes generation of positive media information. These positive and negative
media variables capture the transfer of information generated by risk outcomes or benefits, which
the public then learns through the connective variables [Public Exposure to Positive/Negative
Information]. This exposure directly increases or decreases [Public Support of nZVI
Technology] respectively.
The first difficulty for these connective variables identified in Table 4 is the same uncertainty
found between the Physical and Risk Modules stemming from a lack of data that show negative
risk outcomes from using nZVI technology. The second difficulty identified is measurement and
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quantification of the public’s perception of risks and benefits as well as determining what factors
cause changes to those perceptions. Calculation of risk perception is difficult- risk perception of
nanotechnology has been found to be influenced not only by positive and negative information,
but also cultural values, religiosity, and social norms (Currall, 2009) Increased familiarity can
lead to polarization of positive or negative views already held (Currall, 2009). Thus, positive and
negative information exposure variables are used as proxies for this polarization of public
perception or risks and benefits based on reports of positive and negative outcomes.
The social psychology article in the forum analysis included psychological and sociological
methods using public opinion polls and multivariate regression to test support for hypotheses of
how the public would react to information given (Kahan et al., 2009, see Table 3). Results are
given a statistical significance to show predictive probabilities that a given person answering the
survey would respond a given way. This kind of information used in the model is much different
from laboratory or field test data- challenging the connection between risk outcomes and public
perception. In a Nature Nanotechnology commentary, Currall et al. addressed this challenge
head on by creating variables to show that changes in perception are affected by the information
and cultural, religious beliefs and social norms (Curall et al., 2006). Thus, all these variables
were included in the model and linked to [Public Support] to address the problem of
determining the cause in changes to public support (see Table 4).
This commentary provides a good example of how existing interdisciplinary work can help
transfer scientific information to societal perceptions and reactions. However, more of this
interdisciplinary connective research is needed specifically for nZVI: many of the current risk
perception studies involve nanotechnologies in general (Satterfield et al., 2009; Toumey, 2009;
Currall et al., 2006) or specific uses such as food and food packaging products (Siegrist et al.,
2007). Findings from this research may not be completely transferable to public perception and
reactions to nZVI technology because of significant differences in application, intended use, and
potential benefits.
At the disciplinary boundary where [Public Exposure to Positive or Negative Information]
causes changes in [Public Support], texts in both the Risk Module and the Techno-Social
Module tend to ask questions about the risk perception of the public. The Risk Module texts
frame this question within the context of what societal effects risk perception may have on
technology deployment: “…concerns over safety may limit the wide-spread deployment of
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nanoremediation” (Karn et al., 2009, p. 1829). In contrast, Techno-social Module texts ask about
what causes change in public perception or support, attempting to predict public response to
technology given certain factors: “The study reflected an experimental design aimed at detecting
causal links, if any, between information exposure and attitude formation” (Kahan et al., 2009, p.
87).
This attempt to identify causal relationships is permeating into other fields as well: “Social
psychology is making important advances in identifying techniques for framing information or
controversial policy issues in a manner that makes it possible for people of diverse values to
derive the same factual information from it” (Kahan et al., 2009). Lessons learned from this
movement of social psychology into the field of communication studies could be leveraged to
help educate the public in a more uniform way that maximizes factual information transferred
and minimizes polarization that may stem from perceived exaggerated ideas of risks or benefits.
Though these texts include explicit connective elements, more research is needed- specifically
nZVI risk perception studies.

Connecting the Techno-social Module to the Physical Module

Figure 15: Variables connecting the Techno-social Module to the Physical Module.
In the model, public support of nZVI technology directly affects the level of deployment of
the technology, but also affects deployment indirectly through funding sources for research and
development and regulations. The difficulty in this connection is determining the mechanism
that generates the private and public funding for nZVI technology research, development, and
deployment (see table 4). How does public support affect funding and the use of the technology?
There is little direct science and technology policy research in this area to make these
connections in the model. However, it has been suggested that negative public perceptions and
attitudes can have a negative effect on government funding for research and development of
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technologies.

According to K. M. Nielsen, “In the case of GMO [genetically modified

organisms], negative public sentiment has had an adverse effect on government funding of
research, especially in Europe” (as cited in Currall et al., 2006, p. 153). In addition, regulations
can affect the use of technology by making it more costly and/or cumbersome, for example: “The
increasing rigor of Department of Transportation regulations governing transport of materials of
this type [nZVI particles] makes this a critical consideration for use [of safety precautions
necessary for storing, shipping, and application]” (DuPont, 2007). However, there are no studies
on this topic which are specific to nZVI or even more broadly, nanotechnology. More research
in this area is needed. As a result, current mental models of scholars about risk management
frameworks (Morgan, 2005) or oversight systems for emerging technologies (Kuzma, Najmaie &
Larson, 2009) are relied upon to make these connections in the model.
A second but related difficulty is how to capture the decision making process of public or
private agencies to decide whether to deploy nZVI technology or not (see Table 4). The forum
analysis shows that DuPont’s decision not to use nZVI technology was based on literature review
results showing that “There is presently no way to determine the degree to which most of the
suppliers have collected health and environmental safety data, conducted an exposure analysis or
determined what engineering controls and personal protective equipment they should employ”
(DuPont, 2007). As such, the model captures the response to negative risk outcomes as reported
by media and links it to changes in public support, which then affects use of the technology by
industry.
The Lessons Learned text (see Appendix B) also addresses primarily issues of nZVI
application and has begun to address the questions introduced in the Physical Module regarding
which product may be the best for individual sites (Liles, 2009). Knowledge of site-specific
factors and the way the information was generated can help identify where results can be
extrapolated and where they cannot, and also shows that additional data regarding the site and
the particles can improve this connection showing fate and transport of the nZVI particles in the
model.
Decisions by government or industry to use or not use nZVI technology are affected not only
by public support but also involve discussion of technical feasibility, cost of deployment and
regulation, and risk. The ARCADIS laboratory program that generated the Lessons Learned text
“was aimed at investigating the factors that combine to influence return on investment including
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rate of reactivity, longevity under aquifer conditions, and potential to effectively treat DNAPL
[dense, nonaqueous phase liquid, a type of pollutant]” (Liles, 2009). The DuPont decision not to
deploy nZVI technology relied on the fact that “Toxicity, human hazard, and environmental fate
and effects data available from potential suppliers are highly variable in both quantity and
completeness” (DuPont, 2007). The Risk Assessment Worksheet states that DuPont deployment
of nZVI technology would require a full risk assessment, evaluation of risk mitigation measures,
determination and assessment of end products of reactions following injection or a spill,
conduction of exposure analysis, and determining engineering controls and personal protective
equipment (DuPont, 2007).
The decision of whether or not to use nZVI technology employs data from laboratory and
field test results, and in the case of DuPont recognizes the need for more risk data. As the
DuPont quotes illustrate, the texts used in the Techno-social Module approach the level of
appropriate deployment with questions of whether and how much to use nZVI technology based
on feasibility as well as known risks and benefits (see DuPont, 2007 in Table 3). At the frontier
where feedback from public support affects the level of public or government deployment of the
technology, decision making is not explicitly stated as addressing public support of the
technology but instead evaluates potential risks versus potential benefits. Since [Public Trust of
Deployment of nZVI Technology] affects [Affect: Feeling or Emotion about Using nZVI
Technology] which then leads to changes in public support, the assumption in this part of the
model is that potential organizations that would use nZVI technology consider public opinion.
However, as previously noted, the texts in the Physical Module address the level of deployment
primarily with questions of technical feasibility (see Zhang, 2003 in Table 3). This displays a
difference in discourse between important connective variable: Zhang (2003) focuses on
technological feasibility whereas DuPont (2007) focuses on risk and societal factors.
As mentioned, the Techno-social Module is the least developed part of the model. Both of
the difficulties in these connections require much more research in public policy, political
science, public administration, and public engagement and decision making.

This kind of

research, however, is not well funded by the government and historically falls into gaps of
environmental health and safety, technology development funding, and ethical, legal, and social
issues research.

Furthermore, current mechanisms for incorporating public attitudes into

decision making about emerging technologies are limited (Kuzma & Meghani, 2009). Curall et
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al. advocated that “Given the separation that typically exists between publicly-funded research
and the regulatory functions of government, special interagency coordination must bridge this
gap” (Currall et al., 2006, p. 155). Whether it is interdisciplinary scholarly research, government
research, or interagency coordination, additional specific information addressing nZVI and
decision making is needed.
As this forum analysis indicates, achieving this level of interdisciplinary work may be
difficult. However, for emerging technologies which are accompanied by high uncertainty it
seems necessary both to develop an accurate model of nZVI deployment and to maximize
benefits while minimizing risks and respecting social values- the original modeling problem.
5.3 Discursive Characteristics of the Modules
Results from the forum analysis highlight uncertainty, measurement, and complexity as
the origins of some difficulties in developing connective variables between the modules in the
model. Table 4 begins to identify affordances of individual source texts that could help address
these difficulties, as well as constraints of the texts that may make it difficult for a text to address
certain difficulties. So generally speaking, what does the forum analysis offer the process of
system dynamics modeling?
The emergent modules in the model created three corresponding classes of texts
contributing to the model: Physical, Risk, and Techno-social. Each class of texts should then
have discursive markers or flags that indicate which class a text belongs to. Similarly, the texts
in each class should fit into a distinct discourse community that is identifiable linguistically. One
of the forum analysis questions asks about technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations used
(see Appendix B) which begin to identify discursive markers.
In the Physical Module, the forum analysis showed that texts focus on effectiveness of
nZVI technology to remediate water pollution, providing lab and field test data as evidence (see
p. 56). These texts include high levels of specialized language, jargon, and abbreviations
specific to chemistry, which assumes prior knowledge of the reader without explicit definitions
or explanations of terms (see Appendix B). Physical Module texts summarize the effectiveness
of nZVI technology in lab or field studies for the reader, and then back up their results by
providing lab or field test data.
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In the Risk Module, the forum analysis showed that texts focus on risk outcomes and risk
perception of the public (see p. 58-59). These texts include medium to high levels of specialized
language, jargon, and abbreviations but often do more explanatory work defining terms for the
reader (see Appendix B). Discursive markers of Risk Module texts include mention of
“toxicity”, “hazard”, “exposure”, “societal effects” and “potential environment, health, and
safety implications” (see Karn et al., 2009). Readers are given enough background to understand
the potential issues with deployment of nZVI technology, directed to additional research for
more specific information, and moved along to the main issue of decision making in the presence
of high uncertainty.
In the Techno-Social Module, the forum analysis showed that the texts focus on
deployment of nZVI technology; either decision making or assessments of effectiveness (see p.
62). A few Physical Module terms and many Risk Module terms appear in the Techno-social
texts; however these texts assume a general audience and define terms as they appear, giving
them a low level rating of specialized language, jargon, and abbreviations and (see Appendix B).
Additionally, these texts go one step further and use these terms to discuss deployment of nZVI
technology. The texts help the reader understand why the technology was deployed (or not),
how it worked, and what implications there are for future deployment.
The forum analysis indicates cohesiveness in discursive traits within modules, goals of
texts, and the way texts function in each module. In addition to providing a way to classify
source texts into one of the three modules, the forum analysis can help point to discursive gaps
between the modules, or places where “spillage” needs to occur in order for the modules to
connect. For example, Physical Module texts use an array of verbs to talk about the act of
contaminant remediation, where each verb means something specific and distinct from the
others; degrade, treat, oxidize, reduce, dechlorinate, corrode, transform, detoxify, immobilize,
clean up (see Sellers, 2009 and Zhang, 2003). In contrast, Karn et al. in the Risk Module used
“transformation and detoxification of pollutants” (2009), explaining any additional terms in the
section of the text dedicated to explaining the underlying chemistry. Where specific terms may
be necessary in the Physical Module as supporting evidence, the lower level of specificity
required in the Risk Module simplifies the information and at the same time increases
permeability by what Klein calls “softening” of disciplinary restrictions (see p. 44).
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Another example is the discursive gap between the application focus of the Techno-social
Module and the narrower scientific study orientation of both the Physical and the Risk texts. The
scientific study oriented texts of the Physical and Risk Modules seem hesitant to make
conclusions about appropriate levels of deployment for nZVI technology because their scope is
limited to identifying effectiveness of the technology and potential risk impacts respectively. In
contrast, Techno-social texts directly address and recommend action for application and
deployment decisions based on factors such as cost, return on investment, effectiveness, current
regulations for contamination levels, and other available technologies. The jump from
description to recommendation can only be made in the Techno-social module, and thus these
texts must be consulted more carefully to help further develop this module and more accurately
capture the complex decision making process.
Development of the connective variables between modules in the model faces difficulties
stemming from uncertainty, measurement, and complexity. The forum analysis allows
identification of discursive gaps between the three classes of documents that emerged with the
modules of the model. Thus, one thing that the forum analysis can offer generally to the process
of system dynamics modeling is identifying where “spillage” of one discipline into another is
likely to help bridge those discursive gaps.
6: Summary and Needs for Future Research
Nano zero valent iron is a nanotechnology that has potential to help remediate problematic
groundwater pollution at many sites more effectively, more easily, and at a lower cost than the
macro form of ZVI. There is high uncertainty stemming from a lack of data regarding risks or
hazards specific to the nano form to humans, animals and plants, and ecosystems in general. The
problem of deploying nZVI technology to maximize benefits, minimize risks, and respect social
values has generated a system dynamics model intended to incorporate information from a
variety of relevant sources and explore linkages between physical, risk, and societal factors and
feedback within them. Eventually the model will address dynamic changes of the system over
time, and evaluate complex causal relationships.
The emergent modules in the model of Physical, Risk, and Techno-social help identify
connective variables that cross disciplines and tie the modules together. Difficulties associated
with these variables were suspected to stem from disciplinary differences in the source texts used
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to create the model. The forum analysis showed support for this hypothesis by first confirming
and identifying disciplinary differences based on what was previously defined and measured as
well as the framework/mental model in which the definition or measurement took place, and
second illuminating origins of the difficulties identified in connecting the modules. These
difficulties were found to come from uncertainty, measurability, and complexity. Places where
further research and interdisciplinary work would benefit the model development, as well as
understanding of the system in which nZVI technology is being deployed, were identified. The
resulting understanding from the forum analysis generated the following four take home
messages:

1. Interdisciplinary research into toxicity and exposure data for nZVI technology for
humans and ecosystems could have wide reaching effects, from better parameterizing the
model and leading to good estimates of negative risk outcomes to mitigating negative
media responses that have the potential to inhibit use of nZVI technology.
2. Specific research about nZVI technology and public attitudes is needed. Questions may
include how factual information is transferred and whether emotional polarization can be
minimized.
3. Public and private decision making is a complex process and requires more research
specific to nZVI technology.

Understanding complex relationships among public

attitudes and support, research funding, and government/industry decisions to deploy
nZVI technology could help to effectively take advantage of the potential of nZVI
technology to remediate water pollution while maintaining awareness of potential risks
and respecting social values.
4. Cognizance of discursive and linguistic difference in texts from each module can help
bridge discursive gaps, allowing for textual softening of disciplinary restrictiveness.
This study was meant as an exploration of the usefulness of tools from the field of system
dynamics and rhetoric in modeling an interdisciplinary problem. Support for the hypothesis was
shown, indicating that difficulties arise from utilizing diverse sources of information. However,
it was also shown that greater understanding of the social construction of different disciplines in
science, their corresponding discourse communities, and implications of these differences for
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structure of arguments in literature can help identify ways to bring different kinds of information
together in a cohesive model of such a broad scope.
This exploratory study should be followed by collaborative systems modeling, which gathers
experts from different areas of a system or modeling problem and brings them together in a
facilitated group modeling exercise in order to take advantage of a wider resource base,
ultimately leading to a more insightful model structure. The goals of extended ownership of the
model by the members of the group involved and acceleration of the process of model building
that supports decision making (Richardson & Andersen, 1995) are intended to leverage
understanding of the structure of a system or problem to increase both capacity and impetus to
make good decisions. In these goals, effective policy levers (interventions in the system which
make it possible to direct the outcome to a desired state) are identified and utilized in decision
making. The model presented in this paper should be viewed as a first draft upon which
collaborative systems modeling could be employed.
This study functions as a first step toward a better understanding of both the system of nZVI
deployment and the modeling problem of maximizing benefits, minimizing risks, and respecting
social values. Both data gaps and areas for additional promising interdisciplinary work were
identified, and a basic understanding of types of expertise available and needed was created. In
future research, these types of expertise may be beneficial to consult in a collaborative modeling
process that will utilize mental models and understanding of experts to result in a better
understanding of the system and an increased capacity for good decision making. Because some
of this expertise includes decision makers, there may also be an increased willingness to use
results of the model to direct outcomes of the system to maximize benefits.
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Appendix A: Model Variables
Variable Name

Variable Type

Module

Units

Academic nZVI Research Publication

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Academic nZVI Research Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Affect

Assumption

Techno-Social

Conglomeration

Flow

Physical

Humans ( with
certain feelings
toward nZVI)
nZVI Particles/time

Conglomeration Rate

Rate

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Creation Rate of New Regulations for
nZVI Technology

Rate (Input)

Techno-Social

Regulations/time

Dead Fish

Stock

Risk

Fish

Dead Humans

Stock

Risk

Humans

Degradation

Flow

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Degradation Rate

Rate

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Fish Absorption Rate

Rate

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Fish Being Exposed to nZVI Particles

Flow

Risk

Fish/time

Fish Cell/Organ Death

Flow

Risk

Fish Dying/time

Fish Excretion

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Fish Excretion Rate

Rate

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Fish Exposed to nZVI Particles

Stock

Risk

Fish

Fish Population Near Sites

Assumption

Risk

Fish

Fish Repair/Excretion

Flow

Risk

Fish Recovering/time

Generation of Negative Media
Information
Generation of Positive Media
Information
Groundwater Needing Pollution
Remediation
Harmful Physiological Changes in Fish

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Stock

Physical

Water (volume)

Flow

Risk

Harmful Physiological Changes in
Humans Offsite

Flow

Risk

Fish Becoming
Ill/time
Humans Becoming
Ill/time

Harmful Physiological Changes in
Humans Onsite

Flow

Risk

Humans Becoming
Ill/time

Human Cell/Organ Death

Flow

Risk

Humans Dying/time

Human Excretion from Offsite

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Human Excretion from Onsite

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Human Excretion Rate

Rate

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Human Population Near Sites

Assumption

Risk

Humans

Human Repair/Excretion

Flow

Risk

Humans
Recovering/time
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Human Uptake Rate

Rate

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Humans Being Exposed to nZVI
Particles Offsite

Flow

Risk

Humans/time

Humans Being Exposed to nZVI
Particles Onsite

Flow

Risk

Humans/time

Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles
Offsite
Humans Exposed to nZVI Particles
Onsite
Ill Fish

Stock

Risk

Humans

Stock

Risk

Humans

Stock

Risk

Fish

Ill Humans

Stock

Risk

Humans

Information about nZVI Technology
Becoming Outdated

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Information Becoming Outdated Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Ingestion Rate of Fish

Rate

Risk

Fish/time?

Injecting of nZVI Particles Onsite

Flow

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Injection Rate

Rate

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Negative Media Information

Stock

Techno-Social

Articles

Negative Media Reports Publication
Rate
nZVI Particles in Fish from Offsite

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Stock

Physical

nZVI Particles

nZVI Particles in Groundwater Onsite

Stock

Physical

nZVI Particles

nZVI Particles in Humans from Offsite

Stock

Physical

nZVI Particles

nZVI Particles in Humans from Onsite

Stock

Physical

nZVI Particles

nZVI Particles Offsite

Stock

Physical

nZVI Particles

nZVI Product Development

Flow

Techno-Social

Products/time

nZVI Product Development Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Products/time

nZVI Product Information Publication

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

nZVI Product Recalling

Flow

Techno-Social

Products/time

nZVI Products in Development

Stock

Techno-Social

Products

nZVI Products on the Market

Stock

Techno-Social

Products

nZVI Products Pulled from the Market

Stock

Techno-Social

Products

Offsite Degradation

Flow

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Offsite Fish Exposure Rate

Rate

Risk

Fish/time

Offsite Human Exposure Rate

Rate

Risk

Humans/time

Offsite Uptake in Fish

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Offsite Uptake in Humans

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Offsite Uptake in Humans from
Ingestion of Fish

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Onsite Uptake in Humans

Flow

Risk

nZVI Particles/time

Oxidation Rate of nZVI Particles

Rate

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Pertinent General Public Information
about nZVI Technology

Stock

Techno-Social

Articles
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Pollutants Reacting with nZVI Particles

Flow

Physical

Pollutants/time

Polluted Groundwater

Stock

Physical

Water (volume)

Polluting

Flow

Physical

Pollutants/time

Pollution Rate

Rate

Physical

Pollutants/time

Population of Workers Onsite

Assumption

Risk

Number of Humans

Positive Media Information

Stock

Techno-Social

Articles

Positive Media Reports Publication
Rate
Private Funding for nZVI Technology
R&D
Product Information about nZVI
Products
Product Information Dissemination
Rate
Product Information Dissemination to
the Public

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Output

Techno-Social

Dollars

Stock

Techno-Social

Articles

Rate (Input)

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Product Information Publication Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Product Marketing

Flow

Techno-Social

Products/time

Product Marketing Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Products/time

Product Recall Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Products/time

Public Exposure to Negative
Information
Public Exposure to Positive
Information
Public Funding for nZVI Technology

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Output

Techno-Social

Dollars

Public Support of nZVI Technology

Output

Techno-Social

People (who support
nZVI)

Public Trust of Deployment of nZVI
Technology

Output

Techno-Social

People (who trust
deployment of nZVI)

Rate of Harmful Change in Fish

Rate

Risk

Rate of Harmful Change in Humans
Offsite
Rate of Harmful Change in Humans
Onsite
Rate of Private Industry Use of nZVI
Technology

Rate

Risk

Rate

Risk

Output

Techno-Social

Harmful
Change/time
Harmful
Change/time
Harmful
Change/time
Sites where
Companies Deploy
nZVI

Rate of Public (Government) Use of
nZVI Technology

Output

Techno-Social

Sites where Agencies
Deploy nZVI

Rate of Public Exposure to Negative
Information

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Rate of Public Exposure to Positive
Information

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Recovered Fish

Stock

Risk

Fish

Recovered Humans

Stock

Risk

Humans
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Regulations Applicable to nZVI
Technology
Remediated Groundwater

Output

Techno-Social

Regulations

Stock

Physical

Water

Remediation by Oxidation

Flow

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Risk/Benefit Ratio of using nZVI
Technology
Scientific Information about nZVI
Technology

Ratio

Risk

Dmnl

Stock

Techno-Social

Articles

Rate (Input)

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Technical Feasibility of using nZVI
Technology

Output

Techno-Social

Fraction

Technology (Information) Transfer

Flow

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Technology Transfer Rate

Rate

Techno-Social

Articles/time

Toxicity of nZVI Particles

Assumption

Risk

Fraction

Transport

Flow

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

Transport Rate

Rate

Physical

nZVI Particles/time

ZVI Degradation

Flow

Physical

ZVI Particles/time

ZVI Degradation Rate

Rate

Physical

ZVI Particles/time

ZVI Particles Settled Out Onsite

Stock

Physical

ZVI Particles/time

Scientific Information Dissemination
Rate
Scientific Information Dissemination
to the Public
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Appendix B: Forum Analysis Tables
Template and description of methodology for analysis
Name of text
Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of
this text. Who do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Name/title
Type- most texts are academic journal articles
The credentials and organizational affiliations of authors come directly
from the text unless otherwise noted.
Journal title if applicable
Criteria for selection of texts: these texts were chosen from the sources
cited for model development. One criterion used was the
representativeness, or ability to represent what was anecdotally noted
as common among sources of that genre used in developing the model.
Commonalities include scope of article, research questions addressed,
methodology used, journal that the text was published in, and other
general characteristics of the article. A second criterion used was
citations found in later works, for example the Zhang 2003 article was
cited in several following articles and thus seemed to be a good basic
work to use for this analysis.

Disciplinary orientation of text

The categorization of disciplinary orientation is based on this author’s
educated guess of discipline that the article represents based on the
subject matter and background of the authors.

What research questions are asked in this
text? What does the text do?
What methodology is used in this text?
What constitutes “validity” or “proof”?
What pertinent images, tables, diagrams
or graphs are used in the text? What do
they do?

Research questions were pulled directly from the articles/texts
themselves and can indicate what has been defined or attended to.
Description of methodology was pulled directly from the articles/texts
themselves. Methodology can indicate what has been measured.
Pertinent images are images in the text that illustrate disciplinary
approaches to understanding the research question, background, or
results and can indicate what is being attended to or emphasized. They
can also reveal assumptions about the assumed audience of the text.
This is visual information that applies to the analysis of disciplinary
differences in approaches to problems or displaying information.
High, medium or low levels of specialized or technical language used
and noted in the analysis.
A low level rating indicates assumption of a general audience; most or
all specialized terms/jargon is defined and any methodology is
explicitly described for the reader to understand.
A medium level rating indicates assumption that the reader is generally
familiar with scientific methodology and reading graphs but any use of
specialized or technical jargon or abbreviations is defined the first time
it appears.
A high level rating indicates use of abbreviations and jargon that is
assumed as prior knowledge of the reader and therefore not explained
or defined. Often complicated technical terms and graphs are used to
present information with little or no assistance to the reader.

What technical or specialized jargon or
abbreviations are used?

What do the conventions in this text
(intended audience, research question,
methodology, proof, jargon) encourage or
make difficult?

Affordances and constraints of conventions in each of these texts are
the main focus of this analysis. The information about what was
previously defined, measured, or attended to gathered in the preceding
questions is used to identify constraints of the mental model being
developed for deployment of nZVI technology.
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In this section, individual foci that only appear in some texts and not
others are noted (such as mention of return on investment in the
ARCADIS text) because they illustrate disciplinary differences in
approach or analysis of research questions or problems.

Physical Module
Name of text
Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are

Nanoscale iron particles for environmental remediation:
An overview
Academic journal article
Wei-xian Zhang, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Lehigh University
Journal of Nanoparticle Research
Chemistry/physics: one article on how the technology
works.
Discusses how the technology works, representative of
applied chemistry perspective, often cited overview of
the state of the technology
Materials Science/Chemistry
“In this paper, recent developments in both laboratory
and pilot studies are assessed, including: (1) synthesis of
nanoscale iron particles (10-100 nm, >99.5% Fe) from
common precursors such as Fe(II) and Fe(III); (2)
reactivity of the nanoparticles towards contaminants in
soil and water over extended periods of time (e.g.,
weeks); (3) field tests validating the injection of
nanoparticles into aquifer, and (4) in situ reactions of the
nanoparticles in the subsurface.” (Zhang, 2003)
1. Overview of recent progress in laboratory
studies and field tests of nanoscale iron for
environmental remediation, review of synthesis
and characterization of supported and
unsupported nanoparticles.
2. Results of laboratory study evaluating potential
of nanoscale iron particles for in situ
remediation of chlorinated organic solvents in
groundwater at US Naval site: determine
concentrations of contaminants, investigate
changes in groundwater chemistry as a result of
nanoscale iron introduction, examine
effectiveness of dechlorination.
3. Results of field-scale treatability pilot test of
nanoscale iron particles in groundwater in
Durham subbasin, testing completed at
industrial research facility. Installation of
injection well and monitoring wells, analysis of
groundwater samples, pilot test monitoring
implementation and injection monitoring using
continuous electronic measurements of flow
rate, water level, ORP, DO, pH, specific
conductance, and temperature and postinjection monitoring.
(Zhang, 2003)
One easy to understand diagram of how nanoparticles
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used in the text? What do they do?

What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used? Graphs or charts?

What do the conventions in this text (intended audience,
research question, methodology, proof, jargon)
encourage or make difficult?

work. One specialized schematic depiction of reduction
reaction. One photomicrograph (picture) of particle
cluster. One table of environmental contaminants. Two
line graphs, one lab data one field data. One
chromatogram showing reactions. One conceptual flow
diagram of geologic conditions of aquifer.
High level specialized language: chemistry
abbreviations, reaction descriptions. High level of
technical description of experimental lab results and
field test data.
Very good at displaying technical lab and field test data;
what was done, what was measured, what the
measurements were. Overview of technical
effectiveness of technology.
Provides some context for bigger picture, why these data
are important but doesn’t address risk concerns due to
unknown information; only considers physical question
of getting particles in there to react with pollutants.

Name of text

Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this document?
What does the document do?

What methodology is used in this document? What
constitutes “validity” or “proof”?

Zero-valent iron nanpoarticles for abatement of
environmental pollutants: Materials and engineering
aspects
Academic journal article
Xiao-qin Li, Center for Advanced Materials and
Nanotechnology, Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering, Lehigh University
Critical Reviews in Solid State and Materials Sciences
Engineering/materials chemistry: applied research,
methods of synthesis and characterization highlighted,
field applications for treatment reviewed, issues
explored.
Discusses how the technology works, representative of
applied materials science perspective
Materials Chemistry
Highlights methods of nZVI synthesis and
characterization, reviews applications of nZVI for
treatment of organic and inorganic contaminants,
explores key issues such as fate/transport and potential
environmental impact related to field applications
Synthesis: discuss two strategies of synthesis evaluated
by criteria: cost effectiveness, scalability
Characterization: lab results to discuss known
information about surface properties that is vital for
understanding salient reaction mechanisms, kinetics,
intermediate/product profiles, transport, distribution, and
fate of nanoparticles in the environment.
Degradation: lab results of nZVI particles causing
degradation of organic contaminants
Remediation: lab results of nZVI particles causing
transformation of inorganic contaminants
Transport: laboratory soil column experiment results,
data from field research
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What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?

What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?

What do the conventions in this text encourage or make
difficult?

Graphs showing results that iron on the particle surface
is extensively oxidized, chromatograms showing
reaction intensity and retention time, graph showing
time for removal of lindane in various concentrations of
iron nanoparticles
High level of specialization in chemical reactions and
abbreviations/jargon.
One graph from a data set uses standard error and 95%
statistical confidence interval.
Easy to talk about applications and effectiveness of the
technology, starts to point out areas of potential concern
for risk. Focus on properties of the particles, processes
to make them and physical/chemical processes they
undergo in the field. Acknowledge lack of data
regarding effects on ecosystem
Support for more research on the toxicity of this
technology to humans and the environment. Author’s
view that “systematic research on the environmental
transport, fate, and ecotoxicity is needed to overcome
increasing concerns and fear in the environmental use of
nanomaterials, and minimize any unintended impact.”
No mention of other social, cultural or trust factors
thought the author only claims that more research is
necessary and doesn’t indicate sufficiency.

Name of text
Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?

Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?
What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?

In vitro cytotoxicity of oxide nanoparticles: Comparison
to asbestos, silica, and the effect of particle solubility
Academic journal article
Tobias J. Brunner, Robert N. Grass, Wendelin J. Stark,
ETH Zurich, Peter Wick, Pius Manser, Philipp Spohn,
Arie Bruinink, EMPA Materials Science and
Technology
Environmental Science and Technology
Toxicology: one article about biological risk to animals
or humans.
Discusses toxicity of nanomaterials including nano iron,
representative of toxicology studies.
Applied Biosciences/Toxicology
Evaluation of a human mesothelioma and rodent
fibroblast cell line for in vitro cytotoxicity tests using
seven industrially important nanoparticles. Tests were
used as a relative measure for cytotoxicity of
nanomaterials in comparison to existing toxicological
data.
In vitro laboratory experimental cytotoxicity tests
measuring with two assays: cell culture activity (by
mitochondrial activity) and cell proliferation (by DNA
content) after exposure to nanomaterials.
Microscopic images of particles and cells, graphs
showing effects of particles on cell cultures by
concentration and viability
High level of chemistry, cellular biology/biotechnology
lab results of cytotoxicology
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What do the conventions in this text (intended audience,
research question, methodology, proof, jargon)
encourage or make difficult?

Really limited scope comparing toxicological effects of
nanoparticles to toxic effects of known particles on two
types of cells in vitro. This is the kind of article that
news media or interest group media could generate
negative information from; “Iron oxide nanoparticles
exhibited an astonishingly high toxicity that could not be
explained by purely chemical effects of dissolved iron
ions and thus indicates a nanoparticle-specific cytotoxic
mechanism.”

Name of text

Modeling the environment: an introduction to system
dynamics modeling of environmental systems. Chapter
12: Simulating the flow of DDT
Textbook
Andrew Ford, associate professor of environmental
science for the Program in Environmental Science and
Regional Planning at Washington State University
Not applicable
Model of DDT was the base for developing nZVI model.
“This example will reveal the usefulness of system
dynamics in the field of toxicology.”
Models DDT in the environment, representative of
showing how system dynamics can provide new
understanding of a system.
System Dynamics Modeling
Demonstration of general approach to simulating
multimedia flows with a wide disparity in time constants
and application of controlled flow and its arrival in
target and non-target organisms.
System dynamic modeling conventions- entering
assumptions based on data into the system, determining
causal relationships between variables to show the
structure of the system and map the stocks and flows
within the system over time. Model testing: model
tested to simulate reality: generate observed values for
outputs given input information.
Diagrams from Stella modeling software, graphs
generated by the model
High level of system dynamics jargon (introduced earlier
in the book), Stella specific software instructions
This model lacks social factors and limits scope to
mapping stocks and flows of DDT through the
environment- not a feedback from harmful risk
outcomes due to DDT causing a decrease in use of DDT.

Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?
What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?
What do the conventions in this text (intended audience,
research question, methodology, proof, jargon)
encourage or make difficult?

Risk Module
Name of text
Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?

Nanotechnology and in situ remediation: A review of the
benefits and potential risks
Academic journal article
Barbara Karn, US EPA, Todd Kuiken, Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars, Project on Emerging
Nanotechnologies, Martha Otto, US EPA
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Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?
What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?
What do the conventions in this text (intended audience,
research question, methodology, proof, jargon)
encourage or make difficult?

Environmental Health Perspectives
Risk Benefit Analysis: one article about risks and
benefits of nano, balance between potential risks and
benefits in various themes. Representative of risk and
benefit docs that talk about multiple factors and aim to
get the opinions of several sectors, put them all together
into a risk/benefit analysis or discussion framework.
Discusses risks and benefits, representative of larger
conversation aggregating information about risks and
comparing different types of information. Often cited
review.
Environmental Risk Analysis
Web of Science data synthesis and personal interviews
(expert elicitation) to ascertain introduction and
summary of applications of nanotechnology for
remediation, focus on nZVI. Environmental cleanupbackground and overview of current practice; research
findings; societal issues; potential environment, health
and safety implications; future directions for
nanoremediation
Aggregation of information from a representative
portion of total projects underway (45 remediation sites)
on Web of Science research studies/reports or from EPA
to show nanomaterials used, pollutants addressed, and
organizations responsible for the site
Pie charts showing waste sites, cleanup costs and
agency/organization responsible, map of sites, types of
particles used and type of media treated
Medium level of chemistry, chemical reactions jargon;
specific descriptions of field test results
Makes it easy to talk about aggregate information, big
picture view of social implications and the potential
risks and benefits of nanotechnology for pollution
remediation.
Easily shows how many organizations are involved in
deployment of this technology.
This is an overview doc, so it is difficult to get a
nuanced view of why people perceive more benefit than
cost and wish to proceed with caution and not
precaution. They cite concerns for safety as a potential
limitation to deployment and recommend further
research of the physical risk and don’t really mention
perception, which is a big part of “concerns for safety”

Name of text

Nanotechnology and the environment, Chapter 8: The
potential ecological hazard of nanomaterials
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Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?
What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?

What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?
What do the conventions in this text (intended audience,
research question, methodology, proof, jargon)
encourage or make difficult?

Book chapter
Stephen R. Clough
Not applicable
Ecological risk assessment: one article about the whole
process of assessing env risk.
Discusses ecological risk and how it is assessed,
representative of ecological risk assessment.
Ecological Risk Assessment
“If a nanomaterial were to be released into the general
environment, would it pose a significant risk to
ecological organisms such as fish or wildlife?”
Ecological risk assessment: determining probability that
a hazard will occur in a given time and space. Risk to
ecological receptors is a function of hazard and toxicity.
Evidence of ecological harm is divided into Assessment
Endpoints (will chemical have adverse affect on
population) and Measurement Endpoints (measurement
of a level of concentration that will adversely affect
percentage of known population).
Data from in vitro and in vivo bioassays show evidence
for toxicity.
Variability in response of organism can be physiological
or environmental.
Tables showing effects of nanomaterials on different
species of aquatic organisms; table values include
species, size/diameter of particle, exposure/dose,
endpoints (where the particles are found when the
organism dies), effect(s) on the organism, commentary
(notes) and references.
High level of risk-specific language but it is well defined
because this chapter in the book is meant to educate the
reader about ecological risk assessment
The risk framework makes it easy to talk about
endpoints- effects found when organisms are exposed to
a chemical.
Specific talk of knowable/unknowable information and
uncertainty, framed as “defining ambiguity”. Uses
probabilities determined from lab studies to do so.
Limited focus of the studies listed in the table: scope
includes introducing a dose of the chemical, exposure to
potentially hazardous chemical, and evaluating the harm
and dose response of the chemical on that specific
organism.
Doses frequently studied in laboratory setting and may
not reflect complexity of uptake in the ecosystem.
Acknowledges that paradigms for nanotechnology may
not be able to use conventional scientific methodologies,
instrumentation, or principles.

Techno-social Module
Name of text

Cultural cognition of the risks and benefits of
nanotechnology
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Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this document.
Who do they work for?

Journal title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?

What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?
What do the conventions in this text encourage or make
difficult?

Name of text

Academic journal article
Dan M. Kahan, Yale Law School, Donald Braman, The
George Washington University Law School, Paul
Slovic, Decision Research, John Gastil, Department of
Communication at University of Washington, Geoffrey
Cohen, Department of Psychology at University of
Colorado
Nature Nanotechnology
Sociology or psychology: one article about risk
perception of nano/emerging technology, public opinion
polling to determine evolution of public opinion towards
nanotechnology.
Discusses perception of risk, representative of
psychological opinion poll study.
Social Psychology
“How is public opinion towards nanotechnology likely
to evolve? The ‘familiarity hypothesis’ holds that
support for nanotechnology will likely grow as
awareness of it expands…Some researchers, however,
have avoided endorsing the familiarity hypothesis,
stressing that cognitive heuristics and biases could create
anxiety as the public learns more about this novel
science. We conducted an experimental study aimed at
determining how members of the public would react to
balanced information about nanotechnology risks and
benefits.”
Experimental public opinion study to test familiarity and
cultural cognition hypotheses using a diverse, national,
online sample of 1,862 Americans in two groups: no
information and information exposed. Perceptions of
risk and benefit were compared. To assess whether
impact of information exposure varied with familiarity
or cultural worldviews, multivariate regression was
used. Poll data used for multivariate regression showing
large and statistically significant effect on likelihood of
response to information given cultural worldview.
Charts showing effect of information on risk-benefit
perceptions, bar graphs showing familiarity of different
issues for people polled, diagram showing a conceptual
framework that the study results suggest of relationships
between cultural worldviews, information exposure, and
risk-benefit perceptions
High level of specialized jargon regarding multivariate
regression, statistical significance of cultural cognition
but not familiarity, sampling
Quantified social sciences- public opinion polling.
Statistical evidence. Explicitly notes: “Our study
reinforces the conclusions of other researchers who have
cautioned against assuming that enlightened public
opinion will spontaneously emerge from accumulating
scientific information on the risks and benefits of
nanotechnology.”

Lessons learned: Treatment of chlorinated hydrocarbon
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Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this text. Who
do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?
What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?
What do the conventions in this text (intended audience,
research question, methodology, proof, jargon)
encourage or make difficult?

Name of text
Type of text
Author(s), credentials of the authors of this document.
Who do they work for?
Journal Title
Why it was chosen

Disciplinary orientation of text
What research questions are asked in this text? What
does the text do?

contaminated groundwater with injectable nanoscale
bimetallic particles
Environmental Security Technology Certification
Program Report
David S. Liles, ARCADIS
Not applicable
Industry: one article about using/developing/scaling up
the technology.
Discusses applied results, representative of information
applicable to using the technology on-site.
Applied Materials Science
Laboratory research project for the ESTCP that
evaluated reductive dechlorination of TCE by multiple
types of nZVI particles from multiple manufacturers.
Evaluation program investigated the factors that
combine to influence return on investment for deploying
nZVI technology for water pollution remediation.
Factors include rate of reactivity, longevity under
aquifer conditions, and potential to effectively treat
DNAPL. Focus on differentiating available products for
application to a real world problem.
Laboratory research; unclear from this document which
focuses on lessons learned. Data (data not shown; only
summary of results) from laboratory study showing
reductive dechlorination of TCE for multiple types of
commercially available nZVI particles, used to highlight
differences between manufactured particles for
successful application
None
Low level of specialized jargon and most abbreviations
are defined for the reader.
Good summary of lessons learned for a consumer
looking to purchase the best product for their use.
Scientific methodology is unclear, setup of lab
experiments and data collected that led to results is
lacking.

DuPont Nanomaterial risk assessment worksheet
Risk Assessment Worksheet
DuPont
Not applicable
Industry: one article about deciding not to use the
technology.
Discusses company’s decision not to use technology,
representative of pre-risk assessment literature survey to
assess use.
Reads like a press release- brief, describes decision and
why it was made, declares company stance on topic.
Declaration of company decision not to use nZVI
technology based on a literature survey and continuing
monitoring of development of this technology.
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What methodology is used in this text? What constitutes
“validity” or “proof”?

What pertinent images, tables, diagrams or graphs are
used in the text? What do they do?
What technical or specialized jargon or abbreviations are
used?
What do the conventions in this text encourage or make
difficult?

Literature survey and continuing monitoring of
development of the technology. If DuPont decided to
move forward with the technology, they would probably
conduct a field pilot test, full-scale application, full risk
assessment, and evaluate risk mitigation measures.
None
Low to no specialized jargon.
Easy to see company position and reasons for position:
uncertainty and potential risks.
Decision making criteria appears to be determination
and assessment of nZVI end products following
injection or spill.
“Based on publications, our experiments, and analogy
we expect the reaction products and their environmental
fate to be very similar for macro ZVI and nZVI”
“DuPont would not consider using this technology at a
DuPont site until the end products of the reactions
following injection, or following a spill, are determined
and adequately assessed. Of particular importance is the
question of whether persistent nanoparticles are
generated, or whether the material is rapidly converted
into a soluble iron salt or a hydroxide.”
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Appendix C: Contaminants Transformed by nZVI Technology

Zero valent iron, a moderate reducing agent, reacts with dissolved oxygen and some oxygen in
water in classical electrochemical/corrosion reactions in which iron is oxidized. A wide variety
of contaminants (above) accept electrons from the oxidation reaction, which transforms the
contaminants into other compounds.
(All information above from Zhang, 2003)
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